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ABSTRACT
In this dissertation, we consider an application of overcomplete dictionaries to the solution of gen-
eral ill-posed linear inverse problems. In the context of regression problems, there has been an
enormous amount of effort to recover an unknown function using such dictionaries. While some
research on the subject has been already carried out, there are still many gaps to address. In partic-
ular, one of the most popular methods, lasso, and its versions, is based on minimizing the empirical
likelihood and unfortunately, requires stringent assumptions on the dictionary, the so-called, com-
patibility conditions. Though compatibility conditions are hard to satisfy, it is well known that
this can be accomplished by using random dictionaries. In the first part of the dissertation, we
show how one can apply random dictionaries to the solution of ill-posed linear inverse problems
with Gaussian noise. We put a theoretical foundation under the suggested methodology and study
its performance via simulations and real-data example. In the second part of the dissertation, we
investigate application of lasso to the linear ill-posed problems with non-Gaussian noise. We have
developed theoretical background for application of lasso to such problems and studied its perfor-
mance via simulations.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Linear Ill-posed Problems
In most of the field of science and technology, we always deal with the situation where we are not
able to obtain our measurement(s) accurately; instead, we end up with inaccurate measurement(s)
containing error. Unfortunately, obtaining error-free measurements in a typical situation is almost
impossible, and we measure out entity of interest f as a noisy version of it q.
Encountering inverse problems in real life is more frequent than it seems, especially in the modern
era, with exponential growth in the field of science and technology. An example of such is calcu-
lating an image in X-ray computer tomography is an inverse problem. Inverse problems are some
of the most important mathematical problems in science and mathematics as they tell us about
the parameters which are not directly observable. Its applications spread through many fields, for
example, signal processing, medical imaging, astronomy, machine learning, and many other areas.
Inverse problems are one of the classical problems in Linear Algebra of the form,
q = Qf , (1.1)
where we want to solve for f in Rn given q in Rm. Here, Q is a Rm×n matrix which is known as
operator or observation matrix, and it depends on the specific device used for obtaining measure-
ments. The problem (1.1) is called the inverse problem because we seek cause based on a result.
The inverse problem is the direct negation of a forward problem, which is again of the form (1.1),
but instead, we want to calculate q given f . In forward problem, we seek results based on the
cause.
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In an inverse problem, the amplification of the error passes from the data to the obtained solution
during calculation which actually is a critical feature of the inverse problem. In fact, in a genuine
inverse problem, it is impossible to avoid some amplification of the error in computing a solution
from the noisy version of the data. Now, computing a meaningful solution becomes even more
difficult when the operator Q does not have an inverse, or some of its eigenvalues are very small.
Under this condition, the inverse problem is called ill-posed. In case, the operator Q is linear, the
same problem (1.1) is called linear ill-posed inverse problem.
1.2 General Problem under Consideration
In this dissertation, we address the general ill-posed linear inverse problem defined in (1.1) where
Q is a bounded linear operator with an unbounded inverse, and the right-hand side of (1.1), q is
measured with error. In particular we consider the equation,
y = q + ση, q = Qf , (1.1)
where y,q, f ,η ∈ Rn, Q ∈ Rn×n. Here, y is observed, q is unobserved, f is the function to be
estimated, σ is the noise level, and η is the noise vector which follows some known distribution.
The above problem is ill-posed since although the matrix Q in (1.1) is invertible, its lowest eigen-
value is very small, especially when the number of sample points n is relatively large. A general
linear inverse problem can usually be reduced to matrix-form formulation by, either expanding y
and f over some collection of basis functions or by measuring them at some set of points.
Solutions of statistical inverse problem (1.1) usually rely on reduction of the problem to the se-
quence model by carrying out the singular value decomposition (SVD) as in [8], [10], and [30]
and references therein, or its relaxed version, the wavelet-vaguelette decomposition which was
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proposed by Donoho in [13] and further studied by Abramovich and Silverman in [?]. Another
general approach for the same inverse problem is Galerkin method with subsequent model selec-
tion as in [11]. The idea behind these methodologies is to represent the function of interest via
an orthonormal basis, which is motivated by the operator Q. The advantages of these method-
ologies are that these are asymptotically optimal in minimax sense. But these methods also have
drawbacks as in many situations, the SVD decomposition of the linear operator is unknown, and
hence these methods become inapplicable. Wavelet-vaguelette decomposition relies on relatively
stringent conditions that are satisfied only for specific operators, mainly, of the convolution type.
Also, wavelet-based methods have an advantage when one estimates a one-dimensional function
defined on a finite interval. However, these methods do not perform that well in case either the
function is defined on an infinite domain or the function is of several variables.
1.3 Notations
In this dissertation we use the following notations.
For any vector t ∈ Rp, denote its `2, `1, `0 and `∞ norms by, respectively, ‖t‖, ‖t‖1, ‖t‖0 and
‖t‖∞. For any matrix A, denote its ith row and jth column by, Ai· and A·j respectively. Denote
its spectral and Frobenius norms by, respectively, ‖A‖ and ‖A‖2.
Denote P = {1, · · · , p}. For any subset of indices J ⊆ P , subset J c is its complement in P and
|J | is its cardinality, so that |P| = p. Let LJ = Span
{
ϕj, j ∈ J
}
. If J ⊂ P and t ∈ Rp, then
tJ ∈ R|J | denotes reduction of vector t to subset of the indices J . Also, ΦJ denotes the reduction
of matrix Φ to columns Φ·j with j ∈ J .
Denote by λmin(m; Φ) and λmax(m; Φ) the minimum and the maximum restricted eigenvalues of
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matrix ΦTΦ given by
λmin(m; Φ) = min
t∈Rp
‖t‖0≤m
tTΦTΦt
‖t‖22
, λmax(m; Φ) = max
t∈Rp
‖t‖0≤m
tTΦTΦt
‖t‖22
. (1.1)
1.4 Organization of the Dissertation
The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows.
In Chapter 2, we provide a technical background of linear ill-posed problems along with method-
ologies used in past highlighting their drawbacks. We also discuss the random dictionaries and
some special class of random variables along with centration inequalities. We also justify the
application of random dictionaries in compressive sensing.
In Chapter 3, we discuss how one can apply lasso with a weighted penalty using overcomplete
dictionaries for the solution of linear ill-posed inverse problems with Gaussian noise. In particular,
we provide a theoretical justification of using random overcomplete dictionary for the solution of
ill-posed problem with Gaussian noise. We also prove the efficiency of our approach over other
methods like SVD in some settings by carrying out a limited simulation study followed by a real
data example. This part of the research is complete and has been published in [20].
In Chapter 4, we consider the application of lasso with a weighted penalty for the solution of the
linear ill-posed problem under non-Gaussian noise. In this case, we considered three non-Gaussian
noise scenarios: Poisson, Binomial, and Chi-square. Here also we provide the theoretical justifica-
tion of concentration inequalities and prove the efficiency of our approach over other methods like
SVD in some settings by carrying out a limited simulation study.
In Chapter 5, we conclude our dissertation with discussion and future work.
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CHAPTER 2: TECHNICAL BACKGROUND
This chapter provides a detailed discussion of background research done in the past for solving
ill-posed linear inverse problem (1.1). We also discuss some of the very important concentration
inequalities used in this chapter. These results had been proved and used in several articles and
journals before.
2.1 Review of Linear Ill-posed Inverse Problems
In the past, a lot of effort has been made addressing linear inverse problems. In particular, if we
consider the noise vector η in (1.1) with entries as standard Gaussian random variables, the inverse
problem (1.1) is known as white noise model. The solution of this kind of statistical inverse
problem usually relies on reducing it to the sequence model using singular value decomposition
(SVD) or its relaxed version, the wavelet-vaguelette decomposition (WVD) proposed by Donoho
in [13] and then it was further studied by Abramovich and Silverman in [?].
The advantage of the methodologies listed above is that they are asymptotically optimal in a min-
imax sense. The function of interest is usually represented via an orthonormal basis which is
motivated by the form of matrix Q. However, in spite of being minimax optimal in many contexts,
these approaches have drawbacks. In particular, in practical applications, the number of observa-
tions nmay be low while noise level σ high. In this situation, if the unknown vector f does not have
a relatively compact and accurate representation in the chosen basis, the precision of the resulting
estimator will be poor.
In the last decade, a great deal of effort was spent on the recovery of an unknown vector f in
regression setting from its noisy observations using overcomplete dictionaries. In particular, if f
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has a sparse representation in some dictionary, a collection of vectors used for the representation of
f , then f can be recovered with a much better precision than, for example, when it is expanded over
an orthonormal basis. The methodology is based on the idea that the error of an estimator of f is
approximately proportional to the number of dictionary functions that are used for representing f ,
therefore, expanding a function of interest over fewer dictionary elements decreases the estimation
error. Similar advantages hold in the case of linear inverse problems (see [28]). However, in
order to represent a variety of functions using a small number of dictionary elements, one needs to
consider a dictionary of much larger size than the number of available observations, the, so-called,
overcomplete dictionary.
In the past, a variety of appealing techniques have been developed for the solution of the above
problems using overcomplete dictionaries such as likelihood penalization methods and greedy al-
gorithms. Due to the computational convenience, lasso methodology and its variants gained pop-
ularity, and these have been used for the solution of a number of theoretical and applied statistical
problems (see, e.g., [3], and also [5] and references therein). However, application of lasso is based
on maximizing the likelihood and, unfortunately, relies on stringent assumptions on the dictionary
{ϕk}pk=1, the so-called, compatibility conditions, for a proof of its optimality. In regression set
up, as long as compatibility conditions hold, lasso identifies a linear combination of the dictionary
elements which represent the function of interest best of all at a ”price” which is proportional to
σ
√
n−1 log p where log stands for the natural logarithm and p is the dictionary size (see, e.g., [5]).
Regrettably, while compatibility conditions may be satisfied for the vectors ϕj in the original dic-
tionary, they usually do not hold for their images Qϕj due to contraction imposed by the operator
Q. Pensky [28] showed how lasso solution can be modified, so that it delivers an optimal solution,
however, compatibility assumptions in [28] remain very complex and hard to verify.
In the recent years, it has been discovered that in the regression setting, one can satisfy com-
patibility conditions for lasso by simply using random dictionaries. In particular, Vershynin [33]
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provided a variety of way for construction of such dictionaries, i.e., dictionaries comprised of ran-
dom vectors. The purpose of [33], however, is that the methodology is intended for the recovery
of a function which is directly observed. In Chapter 3 explain how random dictionaries can be
adopted for the solution of ill-posed linear inverse problems.
2.2 Previous Methodologies
In this section we discuss the three most popular methodologies, Singular Value Decomposition,
Galerkin’s Method, and, Wavelet-vaguelette Decomposition which are rigorously used for the so-
lution of inverse problems.
2.2.1 Singular Value Decomposition
For using SVD approach for solution of the inverse problem of the form (1.1), one needs knowl-
edge of the SVD of the measurement matrix i.e. the operator Q. Under this condition (but also
in some other situations) the indirect observational model is derived to a model with direct obser-
vations and correlated data. Then the function of interest is estimated by minimizing the mean
integrated squared risk (MISE) of the estimated function. The application of SVD approach is
limited since the basis functions are motivated by the operator Q instead of the data or the function
of interest. As a consequence, for example, if two completely different scientific field has same
linear operator Q, the same eigen basis functions will be used for function recovery although the
function of interests could be quite different. It could cause the SVD estimator to perform poorly
in broader perspective.
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2.2.2 Galerkin’s Method
Another common method for solving the same inverse problem is the Galerkin’s method with
subsequent model selection which is more appealing than SVD. In Galerkin’s method one defines
the approximation fˆ by solving a subsequent linear system. Moreover, if Q is a self-adjoint positive
definite operator, the linear system becomes particularly simple to solve since the corresponding
discretized operator is symmetric positive definite.
2.2.3 Wavelet-vaguelette Decomposition
The solution using wavelet-vaguelette decomposition proposed by Donoho rely on an orthogonal
wavelet basis (ψi) and associated Riesz bases ”vaguelettes” defined as
vi = βiQ
−1ψi and ui = βi(Q∗)−1ψi,
where the scaling co-efficient βi depends on the order of ill-posedness of the operator Q. Thus we
obtain WVD as,
f =
n∑
i=1
β−1i 〈Qf , ui〉ψi =
n∑
i=1
β−1i 〈Qf , ψi〉vi.
And, hence the WVD method leads to estimating the co-efficients in the above expansions from
the observed data and applying a thresholding procedure.
The advantage of using all the three above methods are that they are asymptotically optimal in
minimax sense and hence they gives best rates in the worst case scenario settings. The approach
is to represent the function of interest as a linear combination of some orthonormal basis which is
motivated by the type of the operator. But, inspite of its asymptotically optimal advantage the above
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methods still faces two major drawbacks. First, the above methodology is difficult to implement
because of the fact that in most of the cases the SVD of the linear operator is not known. On
the other hand Wavelet-vaguelette decomposition depends on relatively stringent condition that
are satisfied only for the operators of specific type, mainly of convolution type. Also, though
wavelet-based methods perform well for functions of one variable in a finite interval, it doesn’t
perform same for a function of several variables [see, e.g., [26]]. The second drawback is that, the
orthonormal dictionary used as representing the function, may not be rich enough and as result the
chosen basis might not be able to represent the function of interest compact and accurately leading
to poor estimation.
The above methods were deeply studied in past for solving ill-posed linear inverse problems under
additive Gaussian noise which is also known as white noise. However, very little work has been
done on the same problem for non-additive noise cases. For example, Poisson, Binomial and Chi-
square noise (which is a specific case of Gamma noise) cases. Mathematical model for count and
categorical data, such as Poisson arises in a variety of context, such as high-energy astrophysics
or medical imaging, remote sensing data and only few to mention. It should also be noted that the
above mentioned noise cases belong to the natural exponential families with a quadratic variance
function (NEFQVF) as this class of functions has variance as maximum quadratic function of their
mean. [4] suggested an unified treatment of these regression problems by using a mean-matching
variance stabilizing transformation (VST) approach. The mean-matching VST transforms the rel-
atively complicated problem of regression in exponential families into a standard homoscedastic
Gaussian regression problem and then any good nonparametric Gaussian regression procedure can
be used. For this purpose, they first grouped the data into many small sized bins, and then they
applied the mean-matching VST to the binned data. [24] considered a similar problem for Poisson
and multinomial noise case. They considered a multiscale factorization of a given data likelihood
in analogy to the orthogonal wavelet decomposition.
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Specifically in the Poisson noise framework, [17] proposed wavelet-based algorithm for estimat-
ing the deterministic discretized intensity function of an inhomogeneous one-dimensional Poisson
process. The method was based on the asymptotic normality of a certain function of the Haar
wavelet and scaling coefficients of the observed vector. The method first process the data using a
nonlinear wavelet-based transformation, which is known as the Haar-Fisz transformation, and then
treated the preprocessed vector as a signal with additive i.i.d. Gaussian noise with unit variance.
In the same framework, [34] proposed estimating the function of interest f from the data y using a
regularized Poisson log-likelihood objective function. The idea was to maximize the log-likelihood
while minimizing a penalty function that is proportional to the l0-norm of the solution. They also
presented risk bounds for recovery of a compressible signal from data.
[23] suggested a different approach by introducing a class of Bayesian multiscale models (BMSM’s)
for one dimensional inhomogeneous Poisson processes. These BMSM’s were constructed using
Recursive dyadic partitions (RDP’s) within an entirely likelihood based frame work. Each RDP
may be associated with a binary tree, and a new multi scale prior distribution was introduced for
the unknown intensity through the placement of mixture distributions at each of the nodes of the
tree. Then the concept of model mixing is applied to the complete collection of such trees. The ad-
vantage of this method was that not only it allows the inclusion of full location or scale information
in the model, it induces both stationarity in the prior distribution and it enables a given intensity
function to be approximated at the resolution of the data.
2.3 Random Matrices and Related Concentration Inequalities
Now we focus our discussion towards a special category of matrices known as random matrices.
We address the reason for its suitability in so many applications in science and technology along
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with in our study. We also discuss some very important concentration inequalities related to ran-
dom matrices helpful throughout this dissertation.
2.3.1 Random Matrices
A random matrix A ∈ Rm×n is a matrix with some or all of its entries as random variables follow-
ing a probability distribution. The random matrices have wide applications in various branches of
science and technology, out of which in this dissertation, we have only considered its application in
Compressed sensing. It is very interesting that the random matrices are considered to be the best fit
as a measurement matrix in compressed sensing by the researchers. This is due to the fact that the
random matrices do satisfy the sufficient condition for a matrix to succeed for the purposes of com-
pressed sensing and this special condition is known as the restricted isometry property (RIP). To
satisfy this specific property a matrix needs all of its submatrices of given size be well-conditioned.
This fits well in the circle of problems of the non-asymptotic random matrix theory. Now it is usual
for one to wonder which specific types of random matrices satisfy the RIP. The answer is, all basic
models of random matrices are nice restricted isometries. These include Gaussian and Bernoulli
matrices, more generally all matrices with sub-Gaussian independent entries, and even more gen-
erally all matrices with sub-Gaussian independent rows or columns. Also, the class of restricted
isometries includes random Fourier matrices, more generally random sub-matrices of bounded or-
thogonal matrices, and even more generally matrices whose rows are independent samples from
an isotropic distribution with uniformly bounded coordinates.
As the dimensionsm and n of the random matrix A grow to infinity, its spectrum tends to stabilize.
This is manifested in several limit laws, which may be regarded as random matrix versions of
the central limit theorem. Let us denote the singular values of A by si(A) for i = 1, 2, · · · , n.
Note that the singular values are non-negative real numbers and they are often written in an non-
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decreasing order as s1(A) ≥ · · · ≥ sn(A) ≥ 0. The largest singular value s1(A) is same as the
operator norm of A which is defined as
‖A‖op = max{‖Ax‖ : x ∈ Rn, ‖x‖ = 1}.
Many applications require estimates on the extreme singular values smax(A) := s1(A), smin(A) :=
sn(A). The smallest singular value is only of interest for tall matrices, since for wide matrices,
m < n and therefore, one automatically has smin(A) = 0. An equivalent definition of smax(A)
and smin(A) are respectively the smallest number C and the largest number c such that
c‖x‖2 ≤ ‖Ax‖2 ≤ C‖x‖2 for all x ∈ Rn. (2.1)
Geometrically, A can be interpreted as a linear operator from Rn → Rm and under its action, the
Euclidean distance between any two points in Rn can get magnified by at most the factor smax(A)
or it can get shrinked by at most the factor smin(A). In other words, the extreme singular values of
A gives us the estimates of the upper and lower bounds of the distortion of the Euclidean geometry
under the action of A. If smax(A) ≈ smin(A) ≈ 1 then A acts as an approximate isometry, or
more accurately an approximate isometric embedding of ln2 → lm2 . Roughly speaking, in this case
A does not effect the Euclidean geometry significantly and consequently A preserves the important
properties of the Euclidean space. The extreme singular values can also be described in terms of
the spectral norm of A, which is by definition
‖A‖ = ‖A‖ln2→lm2 = sup
x∈Rn\{0}
‖Ax‖2
‖x‖2 = supx∈Sn−1
‖Ax‖2.
(2.1) gives a link between the extreme singular values and the spectral norm: smax(A) = ‖A‖ and
smin(A) =
1
‖A+‖ ; if A is invertible then A
+ = A−1.
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Now, we are going to study some class of random variables which would be helpful in constructing
suitable random matrices for our studies.
2.3.2 Sub-Gaussian Random Variables
Let us introduce a special class of random variables known as sub-Gaussian random variables
which has very strong tail decay property. This class of variables are dominated by the Gaussian
variables. In other words, the tail decay of the sub-Gaussian variables is at least as fast as the tail
decay of the Gaussian variables.
Definition 2.3.1 (Sub-Gaussian random variables). A random variable X is called sub-Gaussian
if it satisfies at least one of the following conditions:
P{|X| ≥ t} ≤ exp(1− t
2
K21
) for all t ≥ 0;
(E|X|p) 1p ≤ K2√p; (2.2)
E exp
(
X2
K23
)
≤ e;
E(tX) ≤ exp (t2K24) if EX = 0.
Note that, the above conditions are equivalent with parametersKi > 0, i = 1, · · · , 4 differing from
each other by at most an absolute constant factor.
Definition 2.3.2 (Sub-Gaussian norm). The sub-Gaussian norm of a sub-Gaussian variable X is
denoted ‖X‖ψ2 , is defined to be the smallest K2 in (2.2).
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Equivalently, the sub-Gaussian norm can be defined as,
‖X‖ψ2 = sup
p≥1
p−
1
2 (E|X|p)
1
p .
Example 2.3.2.1. Any standard normal random variable X is a sub-Gaussian random variable
with the sub-Gaussian norm ‖X‖ψ2 ≤ C where C is an absolute constant. In general, if X is a
centered normal random variable with variance σ2, then X is sub-Gaussian with ‖X‖ψ2 ≤ Cσ.
Also, a symmetric Bernoulli variable defined as, P(X = −1) = P(X = 1) = 1
2
is a sub-Gaussian
random variable with ‖X‖ψ2 = 1 since |X| = 1.
More generally, if we consider any bounded random variable X , there exist some M such that
|X| ≤ M almost surely which implies that X is a sub-Gaussian random variable with ‖X‖ψ2 ≤
M . In other words, ‖X‖ψ2 ≤ ‖X‖∞.
Now, one of the quite remarkable property of the Gaussian variables is their rotation invariance.
This means, given a finite number of independent centered Gaussian random variables, their sum
is also a centered Gaussian random variable with variance as the individual sum of all the centered
Gaussian random variables. Interestingly, sub-Gaussian random variables do have this property,
although partially given by the following Lemma:
Lemma [33]: Let Xi for i = 1, 2, · · · , n be a finite number of independent centered sub-Gaussian
random variables . Then
∑n
i=1Xi is also a centered sub-Gaussian random variable. Moreover,
‖
n∑
i=1
Xi‖2ψ2 ≤ C
n∑
i=1
‖Xi‖2ψ2
where C is an absolute constant.
Using the above lemma, we can get the following inequality which provide us an upper bound for
the large deviation of the finite sum of independent centered Gaussian random variables from its
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mean.
Proposition [33]: Let X1, ..., Xm be independent centered sub-Gaussian random variables, and let
K = maxi ‖Xi‖ψ2 . Then for every a = (a1, ..., am) ∈ Rm and every t ≥ 0, we have
P{|
m∑
i=1
aiXi| ≥ t} ≤ e · exp{− ct
2
K2‖a‖22
}
where c > 0 is an absolute constant.
2.3.3 Sub-exponential Random Variables
The class of sub-Gaussian random variables is itself quite large but it leaves some of very useful
random variable types which has heavier tail than Gaussian random variables. As an example,
standard exponential random variables, a non-negative random variable with exponential tail decay
as
P(X ≥ t) = exp(−t), t ≥ 0,
is one of them.
Definition 2.3.3 (Sub-exponential random variables). A random variableX is called sub-exponential
if and only if it satisfies at least one of the following properties:
P{|X| > t} ≤ exp(1− t
K1
) for all t ≥ 0.
(E|X|p) 1p ≤ K2p for all p ≥ 1.
E exp
(
X
K3
)
≤ e.
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Note that, the above properties are equivalent to each other with parameters Ki > 0 differing from
each other by at most an absolute constant factor.
Definition 2.3.4 (Sub-exponential norm). The sub-exponential norm of X, denoted by ‖X‖ψ1 , is
defined to be the smallest parameter K2. In other words,
‖X‖ψ1 = sup
p≥1
p−1 (E|X|p) 1p .
Example 2.3.4.1. Chi-square distribution is an example of sub-exponential distribution.
Sub-exponential random variables also hold large deviation inequalities similar to sub-Gaussian
random variables.
Lemma [33]: Let X1, · · · , Xm be independent centered sub-exponential random variables, and
K = maxi ‖Xi‖ψ1 . Then for every a = (a1, · · · , am) ∈ Rm and every t ≥ 0, we have
P
(
|
m∑
i=1
aiXi| ≥ t
)
≤ 2 · exp
[
−cmin
(
t2
K2‖a‖22
,
t
K‖a‖∞
)]
where c > 0 is an absolute constant.
Note that, the definitions of sub-Gaussian and sub-exponential random variables X do not require
them to be centered. In order to use the lemma or theorem above we can always center X using
the simple fact that if X is sub-Gaussian (or sub-exponential), then so is X − EX . Also, in this
case we have,
‖X − EX‖ψ1 ≤ 2‖X‖ψ1 , and ‖X − EX‖ψ2 ≤ 2‖X‖ψ2 .
Now we are carrying our discussion to higher dimensions. Therefore, we will discuss random
vectors in Rn instead of random variable. A random vector is simply a vector with its entries as
random variables following a probability distribution. While the concept of the mean µ = EZ of
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a random variable Z remains the same in higher dimensions, the second moment EZ2 is replaced
by the n× n second moment matrix of a random vector X, defined as,
Σ = Σ(X) = EX⊗X = E(XXT ),
where ⊗ denotes the outer product of vectors in Rn. Similarly, the concept of variance Var(Z) =
E(Z − µ)2 = EZ2− µ2 of a random variable is replaced in higher dimensions with the covariance
matrix of a random vector X, defined as,
Cov(X) = E(X− EX)⊗ (X− EX) = EX⊗X− EX⊗ EX.
By translation, many questions can be reduced to the case of centered random vectors, for which
EX = 0 and Cov = Σ(X). We will also need a higher- dimensional version of unit variance:
2.3.4 Isotropic Random Vectors
Definition 2.3.5. (Isotropic random vectors) A random vector X ∈ Rn is called isotropic if
E(XXT ) = In, where In is the identity matrix of size n.
Equivalently, we can define a isotropic random vector X to be a random vector in Rn so that,
E〈X,y〉2 = ‖y‖2 for all y ∈ Rn.
For example, a vector in Rn with independent standard normal entries or independent symmetric
Bernoulli entries are isotropic. More generally, consider a random vector X in Rn whose coordi-
nates are independent random variables with zero mean and unit variance is an isotropic vector in
Rn. A more general version of the coordinate random vector is Frame.
Definition 2.3.6. (Frame) A frame is a set of vectors {fi}ni=1 in Rn which obeys an approximate
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Parsevals identity, i.e. there exist numbers A,B > 0 called frame bounds such that
A‖x‖22 ≤
n∑
i=1
|〈fi,x〉|2 ≤ B‖x‖22
for all x ∈ Rn.
In particular if A = B, the set is called a tight frame. Thus, tight frames are generalizations of
orthogonal bases without linear independence. Given a tight frame {ui}ni=1 with bounds A = B =
n, the random vector X uniformly distributed in the set {ui}ni=1 is clearly isotropic in Rn.
Suppose Σ(X) is an invertible matrix, which means that the distribution of X is not essentially
supported on any proper subspace of Rn. Then Σ(X)1/2X is an isotropic random vector in Rn.
Thus every non-degenerate random vector can be made isotropic by an appropriate linear transfor-
mation. This allows us to mostly focus on studying isotropic random vectors in the future.
Now, we are going to generalize the concepts of sub-Gaussian random variables to higher dimen-
sions using one-dimensional marginals.
Definition 2.3.7. (Sub-Gaussian random vector) A random vector X in Rn is sub-Gaussian if the
one-dimensional marginals 〈X,x〉 are sub-Gaussian random variables for all x in Rn.
And in this case, the sub-Gaussian norm of the random vector X is defined as
‖X‖ψ2 = sup
x∈Sn−1
‖〈X,x〉‖ψ2 .
The definitions of isotropic and sub-Gaussian distributions suggest that more generally, natural
properties of high- dimensional distributions may be defined via one-dimensional marginals. This
is a natural way to generalize properties of random variables to random vectors. For example,
we shall call a random vector sub-exponential if all of its one-dimensional marginals are sub-
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exponential random variables, etc.
2.3.5 Random Matrices with Independent Entries
Now we are going to study the extreme singular values of a random matrix. The most classical
example of random matrices with independent entries are the Gaussian random matrices, matrices
with entries as independent standard normal random variables. If, A is a m × n matrix with
independent standard normal variables as entries, then the symmetric matrix A∗A is called Wishart
matrix; it is a higher-dimensional version of chi-square distributed random variables. Also, the
simplest example of discrete random matrices is the Bernoulli random matrix A whose entries are
independent symmetric Bernoulli random variables. In other words, Bernoulli random matrices
are distributed uniformly in the set of all m× n matrices with ±1 entries.
In this section we are going to discuss about the random matrices with independent and centered
entries. Later we are going to discuss about more difficult cases when the rows and the coloumns
of a random matrix are independent.
Now we have a theorem which provides us asymptotic version of the bounds of singular values of
a random matrix as described above:
Theorem [33]: Let A = Am,n be an m× n random matrix whose entries are independent copies
of a random variable with zero mean, unit variance, and finite fourth moment. Suppose that the
dimensions m and n grow to infinity while the aspect ratio n
m
converges to a constant in [0, 1].
Then
smin(A) =
√
m−√n+ o(√n), smax(A) =
√
m+
√
n+ o(
√
n) almost surely.
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There is only one model of random matrices, Gaussian random matrices for which we have the
exact non asymptotic version of the result which is given by the following theorem:
Theorem [33]: Let A be an m× n matrix whose entries are independent standard normal random
variables. Then
√
m−√n ≤ E(smin(A)) ≤ E(smax(A)) ≤
√
m+
√
n.
While the above Theorem is about the expectation of singular values, it also yields a large deviation
inequality for them. It can be deduced formally by using the concentration of measure in the Gauss
space.
Proposition [33]: Let f be a real valued Lipschitz function on Rn with Lipschitz constant K, i.e.
|f(x)− f(y)| ≤ K‖x− y‖2 for all x, y ∈ Rn (such functions are also called K-Lipschitz). Let X
be the standard normal random vector in Rn. Then for every t ≥ 0 one has P{f(X)− Ef(X) >
t} ≤ exp( t2
2K2
).
Corollary [33]: Let A be an m×n matrix whose entries are independent standard normal random
variables. Then for every t ≥ 0, with probability at least 1− 2 exp(t2/2) one has
√
m−√n− t ≤ E (smin(A)) ≤ E (smax(A)) ≤
√
m+
√
n+ t.
As we progress through the this dissertation, eventually we are going to see that it is more conve-
nient to work with the n×n positive- definite symmetric matrix AastA rather than with the original
m × n matrix A. Also, the normalized matrix A¯ = 1√
m
A is an approximate isometry (which is
our goal) if and only if A¯∗A¯ is an approximate identity (see [33]). In other words, if a matrix B
that satisfies ‖B∗B− I‖ ≤ max(δ, δ2) for some δ > 0. Then 1− δ ≤ smin(B) ≤ smax(B) ≤ 1 + δ.
Conversely, if B satisfies for some δ > 0 then ‖B∗B− I‖ ≤ 3 max(δ, δ2).
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2.3.6 General Random Matrices with Independent Entries
Now we pass to a more general model of random matrices whose entries are independent centered
random variables with some general distribution (not necessarily normal). The largest singular
value (the spectral norm) can be estimated by Latala’s theorem for general random matrices with
non-identically distributed entries: Theorem [33]: Let A be a random matrix whose entries aij are
independent centered random variables with finite fourth moment. Then
E (smax(A)) ≤ C
max
i
(∑
j
Ea2ij
)1/2
+ max
j
(∑
i
Ea2ij
)1/2
+
(∑
i,j
Ea4ij
)1/4 .
For almost square and square matrices, estimating the smallest singular value (known also as the
hard edge of spectrum) is considerably more difficult. If A has independent entries, then indeed
smin(A) ≥ c(
√
m−√n), and the following is an optimal probability bound:
Theorem [33]: Let A be an m × n random matrix whose entries are independent identically
distributed sub-Gaussian random variables with zero mean and unit variance. Then for  ≥ 0,
P
(
smin(A) ≤ (
√
m−√n− 1)) ≤ (C)m−n+1 + cm,
where C > 0 and c ∈ (0, 1) depend only on the sub-Gaussian norm of the entries.
This result gives an optimal bound for square matrices as well (m = n).
Now, Vershynin gave theoritical proves for estimating extreme singular values for the random
matrices with specific properties:
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2.3.7 Random Matrices with Independent Sub-Gaussian Rows
Theorem [33]: Let A be an m× n matrix whose rows Ai are independent sub-Gaussian isotropic
random vectors in Rn. Then for every t ≥ 0, with probability at least 1− 2 exp(ct2) one has
√
m− C√n− t ≤ smin(A) ≤ smin(A) ≤
√
m+ C
√
n+ t.
Here C = CK , c = cK > 0 depend only on the sub-Gaussian norm K = maxi ‖Ai‖ψ2 of the rows.
2.3.8 Random Matrices with Independent Heavy-tailed Rows
Theorem [33]: Let A be anm×nmatrix whose rowsAi are independent isotropic random vectors
in Rn. Let N be a number such that ‖Ai‖2 ≤
√
N almost surely for all i. Then for every t ≥ 0,
one has
√
m− t
√
N ≤ smin(A) ≤ smax(A) ≤
√
m+ t
√
N
with probability at least 1− 2n exp(ct2), where c > 0 is an absolute constant.
2.3.9 Random Matrices with Independent Sub-Gaussian Columns
Theorem [33]: Let A be an m × n matrix (m ≥ n) whose columns Ai are independent sub-
Gaussian isotropic random vectors in Rm with ‖Aj‖2 =
√
m a. s. Then for every t ≥ 0, the
inequality holds
√
m− C√n− t ≤ smin(A) ≤ smax(A) ≤
√
m+ C
√
n+ t
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with probability at least 1 − 2 exp(ct2), where C = CK , c = cK > 0 depend only on the sub-
Gaussian norm K = maxj |Aj‖ψ2 of the columns.
The only significant difference between Theorems discussed above with independent rows and
independent columns is that the latter requires normalization of columns, ‖Aj‖2 =
√
m almost
surely.
2.3.10 Random Matrices with Independent Heavy-tailed Columns
Let A be an m× n matrix (m ≥ n) whose columns Aj are independent isotropic random vectors
in Rm with ‖Aj‖2 =
√
m a. s. Consider the incoherence parameter
N :=
1
m
Emax
j≤n
∑
k∈[n],k 6=j
〈Aj,Ak〉2.
Then E‖ 1
m
A∗A− I‖ ≤ C0
√
N logn
m
. In particular,
Emax
j≤n
|sj(A)−
√
m| ≤ C
√
N log n.
2.3.11 Restricted Isometry Property
In Compressive Sensing, when we use any measurement device it takes a signal x ∈ Rn as input
and returns the measurement as y = Ax ∈ Rm as output where A is a m × n matrix acting as
effect of the device on the original signal. In order to measure the data economically we seek m
to be as small as possible, but also we should be able to recover the signal x from its inaccurate
measurement y. So, when we take very few measurements, i.e. when m << n, such matrices
A are not one-to-one, so recovery of x from y is not possible for all signals x. Practically, the
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amount of information contained in the signal is often small. Mathematically this scenario is
called sparsity of x. In the simplest case, one assumes that x has few non-zero coordinates, say
|supp(x)| ≤ k << n. In this case, using any non-degenerate matrix A one can check that x can
be recovered whenever m > 2k using the optimization problem, min{|supp(x)| : Ax = y}. This
optimization problem is highly non-convex and generally NP-complete. So instead we a convex
relaxation of this problem, min{‖x‖1 : Ax = y}. A basic result in compressed sensing, due to
Candes and Tao, is that for sparse signals |supp(x)| ≤ k, the convex problem recovers the signal
x from its measurement y exactly, provided that the measurement matrix A is quantitatively non-
degenerate. Precisely, the non-degeneracy of A means that it satisfies the RIP with δ2k(A) ≤ 0.1.
Many signal classes have a low dimensional structure compared to the high-dimensional ambient
space. Candes, Romberg, and Tao and Donoho have already shown the advantages of random
projections for capturing information about sparse or compressible signals. As mentioned earlier a
sufficient condition for a matrix to succeed for the purposes of compressed sensing is given by the
RIP which demands that all submatrices of given size be well-conditioned.
Definition 2.3.8. (s-Sparse vectors) A vector x in Rn is sparse if it has few non-zero coordinates
i.e.
|supp(x)| << n.
In particular if
|supp(x)| ≤ s << n,
we call it s-sparse vector.
Definition 2.3.9. (Restricted Isometry Property (RIP)) An m× n matrix A satisfies the restricted
isometry property of order k ≥ 1 if there exists δk ≥ 0 such that the inequality
(1− δk)‖x‖22 ≤ ‖Ax‖22 ≤ (1 + δk)‖x‖22
holds for all s-sparse x in Rn.
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The smallest number δk = δk(A) is called the restricted isometry constant of A. In other words,
A has a RIP if A acts as an approximate isometry on all sparse vectors.
Clearly, δk(A) = max|T |≤k ‖A∗TAT − IRT ‖ = max|T |=bkc ‖A∗TAT − IRT ‖ where the maximum
is over all subsets T ⊂ [n] with |T | ≤ k or |T | = bkc. The concept of restricted isometry can also
be expressed via extreme singular values. A is a restricted isometry if and only if all m × k sub-
matrices AT of A (obtained by selecting arbitrary k columns from A) are approximate isometries.
Indeed, for every δ ≥ 0, Versynin shows that the following two inequalities are equivalent up to an
absolute constant: δk(A) ≤ max(δ, δ2);
1− δ ≤ smin(AT ) ≤ smax(AT ) ≤ 1 + δ
for all |T | ≤ k.
Vershynin proved that m × n sub-Gaussian random matrices A are good restricted isometries:
Theorem [33]: Let A be anm×n sub-Gaussian random matrix with independent rows or columns,
which follows either of the two models above. Then the normalized matrix B = 1√
m
A satisfies the
following for every sparsity level 1 ≤ k ≤ n and every number δ ∈ (0, 1): if m ≥ Cδ2k log( en
k
)
then δk(B) ≤ δ with probability at least 1− 2 exp(cδ2m). Here C = CK , c = cK > 0 depend only
on the sub-Gaussian norm K = maxi ‖Ai‖ψ2 of the rows or columns of A.
The main reason that the above Theorem holds is that the random matrix A has a strong concen-
tration property, i.e. that ‖Bx‖2 ≈ ‖x‖2 with high probability for every fixed sparse vector x. This
concentration property alone implies the RIP, regardless of the specific random matrix model:
Proposition [33]: (Concentration implies restricted isometry). Let A be an m×n random matrix,
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and let k ≥ 1, δ ≥ 0,  > 0. Assume that for every fixed x ∈ Rn, |supp(x)| ≤ k, the inequality
(1− δ)‖x‖22 ≤ ‖Ax‖22 ≤ (1 + δ)‖x‖22
holds with probability at least 1− exp(−m). Then we have the following: if m ≥ C−1k log( en
k
)
then δk(B) ≤ 2δ with probability at least 1− exp( m2 ). Here C is an absolute constant.
In words, the RIP can be checked on each individual vector x with high probability.
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CHAPTER 3: SOLUTION OF LINEAR ILL-POSED PROBLEMS USING
RANDOM DICTIONARIES
In this chapter, we address a specific case of our general ill-posed problem where the observations
are corrupted by white noise i.e. the case where the noise vector η in (1.1) is a vector in Rn with
i.i.d. standard normal entries.
3.1 Construction of the Lasso Estimator
Let Φ the dictionary matrix with columns ϕj ∈ Rn, j = 1, · · · , p, where p is possibly much larger
than n and
ft =
p∑
j=1
tjϕj = Φt. (3.1)
Let θ be the true vector of coefficients of expansion of f over the dictionary Φ so that
fθ = Φθ. (3.2)
Now we make the following assumption on our dictionary:
Assumption A0: Let vectors ψj be such that
QTψj = ϕj with‖ψj‖∞ <∞, (3.3)
where QT is the transpose of matrix Q, and Ψ be a matrix with columns ψj , j = 1, · · · , p.
Then,
QTΨ = Φ and Ψ = Q(QTQ)−1Φ. (3.4)
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It should be noted that, although f is unknown,
‖f − ft‖2 = ‖f‖22 + tTΦTΦt− 2tTΦT f = ‖f‖22 + tTΦTΦt− 2tTΨTQf (3.5)
is the sum of the three components where the first one is independent of t, the second one is
completely known, while the last term is of the form 2tTΨTQf = 2tTΨTq and, hence, can be
estimated by 2tTΨTy. Let z be such that
ΨTy = ΦTz.
Therefore, expression tTΦTΦt − 2tTΨTy is minimized by the same vector t that minimizes
‖Φt− z‖22 where
z = (ΦΦT )−1ΦΨTy. (3.6)
Let νj = ‖ψj‖2, j = 1, · · · , p, and observe that νj is proportional to the standard deviation of
the jth component of the vector ΨTy. Here νjs can be viewed as a “cost” of using a dictionary
element ϕj in the representation of f . Considering
Υ = diag(ν1, · · · , νp) = diag(‖ψ1‖2, · · · , ‖ψp‖2), (3.7)
and following [28], we estimate the true vector of coefficients θ as a solution of the quadratic
optimization problem with the weighted lasso penalty
θ̂ = arg min
t
{‖Φt− z‖22 + α‖Υt‖1} . (3.8)
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Here z is given by (3.6) and α ≥ α0 where
α0 = σ
√
2n−1 (τ + 1) log p. (3.9)
Parameter τ > 0 is related to the required probability bound (see formula (3.27) in Section 3.5 for
details). Subsequently, we estimate the unknown solution f by f̂ = Φθ̂.
Note that since we are interested in f = fθ = Φθ rather than in the vector θ of coefficients
themselves, we are using lasso for the solution of the so-called prediction problem where it re-
quires milder conditions on the dictionary. In fact, it is known (see [28]) that with no additional
assumptions, for α ≥ α0, with probability at least 1− 2p−τ , one has
n−1 ‖f
θ̂
− f‖22 ≤ inf
t
[
n−1 ‖ft − f‖22 + 4α
p∑
j=1
νj|tj|
]
. (3.10)
It is easy to see that if t = θ, then ft = f . Then, with high probability, the error of the estimator
f
θ̂
is proportional to σ
√
n−1 (τ + 1) log p
∑
j νj. This is the, so called, slow lasso rate. In order
to attain the fast lasso rate proportional to σ2n−1
∑
j ν
2
j , one needs some kind of compatibility
assumption.
3.2 Compatibility Condition
To obtain the fast lasso rate as discussed above, Pensky [28] formulated the following compatibility
condition:
Assumption A1: Matrices Φ and Υ are such that for some µ > 1 and any J ⊂ P
κ2(µ, J) = min
{
d ∈ J (µ, J), ‖d‖2 6= 0 : d
TΦTΦd · Tr(Υ2J)
‖(Υd)J‖21
}
> 0, (3.11)
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where J (µ, J) = {d ∈ Rp : ‖(Υd)Jc∗‖1 ≤ µ‖(Υd)J‖1}.
Pensky [28] proved that, under assumption (3.11), for α = $α0 where $ ≥ (µ + 1)/(µ− 1) and
α0 is defined in (3.9), with probability at least 1− 2p−τ , one has
‖f
θ̂
− f‖22 ≤ inf
J⊆P
[
‖f − fLJ‖22 +
σ2K0(1 +$)
2(τ + 1)
κ2(µ, J)
log p
n
∑
j∈J
ν2j
]
, (3.12)
where fLJ = projLJf .
Note, however, that unless matrix Φ has orthonormal columns, assumption (3.11) is hard not only
to satisfy but even to verify since it requires checking it for every subset J ∈ P . Indeed, sufficient
conditions listed in Appendix A1 of [28] rely on the results of Bickel et al. [3] and require very
stringent conditions on λmin(m; Φ) and entries Υ in (4.9). In the next section, we suggest an
alternative to this approach based on random dictionaries.
3.3 Lasso Solution To Linear Inverse Problems Using Random Dictionaries
An advantage of using random dictionary lies in the fact that one can ensure, with a high probabil-
ity, that the dictionary satisfies a restricted isometry condition (see, e.g., [7] or [16]). In particular,
if matrix Φ ∈ Rn×p satisfies the restricted isometry property of order s ≥ 1, then λmin(s; Φ) > 0.
The latter allows one to formulate the following results.
Theorem 3.3.1. Let θ be the solution of the optimization problem (3.8) with α ≥ α0 where α0 is
defined in (3.9). Let Φ ∈ Rn×p be a random dictionary independent of y in (1.1). Denote
J∗ = arg min
{
J ⊂ P : n−1 ‖f − fLJ‖22 +K0α2
∑
j∈J
ν2j
}
, (3.13)
where fLJ = projLJ f and assume that Φ is such that for some s, 1 ≤ s ≤ n/2 and δ, 1, 2, 3 ∈
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(0, 1), the following conditions hold
P (λmin(2s; Φ) ≥ 1− δ) ≥ 1− 1, (3.14)
P (|J∗| ≤ s) ≥ 1− 2, (3.15)
P
(
‖θ̂‖0 ≤ s
)
≥ 1− 3, (3.16)
If K0 ≥ 4/(1− δ)2 in (3.13), then
P
(
1
n
‖f
θ̂
− f‖22 ≤ inf
J⊆P
[
1
n
‖f − fLJ‖22 +K0α2
∑
j∈J
ν2j
])
≥ 1− 2p−τ − 1 − 2 − 3. (3.17)
Note that for α = α0 and K0 = 4/(1 − δ)2, under assumptions (3.14) – (3.16), (3.17) yields the
following result
P
(
1
n
‖f
θ̂
− f‖22 ≤ inf
J⊆P
{
1
n
‖f − fLJ‖22 +
4σ2
n (1− δ)2
∑
j∈J
ν2j
})
≥ 1−2p−τ−1−2−3. (3.18)
As Lemma 3.3.2 below shows, assumption (3.14) can be guaranteed by choosing a dictionary of a
particular type.
Lemma 3.3.2. Let matrix Φ ∈ Rn×p be independent of y and satisfy one of the following condi-
tions:
a) Matrix Φ has independent sub-Gaussian isotropic random rows;
b) Matrix Φ has independent sub-Gaussian isotropic random columns with unit norms;
c) Matrix Φ is obtained as Φ = (c
√
n)−1DW where W ∈ Rm×p is a matrix with i.i.d. standard
Gaussian entries and columns of the matrix D ∈ Rn×m form a non-random c-tight frame so that
for any vector x, one has xTDDTx = c2‖x‖2.
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If, for some δ ∈ (0, 1) and 1 ≤ s ≤ n/2, one has
n ≥ C1δ−2s[log(p/s) + 1], (3.19)
then condition (3.14) holds with 1 ≤ 2 exp(−C2δ2n). Here, C1 and C2 depend on the kind of
sub-Gaussian variables that are involved in the formation of Φ and are independent of n, m, p, s,
and δ.
Finally, conditions (3.15) and (3.16) can be ensured by restricting the set of solutions t to vectors
with cardinality at most s. In this case, 2 = 3 = 0 and the following corollary of Theorem 3.3.1
is valid.
Corollary 3.3.2.1. Let θ be the solution of optimization problem
θ̂ = arg min
t:‖t‖0≤s
{‖Φt− z‖22 + α‖Υt‖1} , (3.20)
with α ≥ α0 where α0 is defined in (3.9). Let Φ ∈ Rn×p be one of the random dictionaries defined
in Lemma 3.3.2. If, for some δ ∈ (0, 1), condition (3.19) holds, then
P
 1
n
‖f
θ̂
− f‖22 ≤ inf
J⊆P
|J |≤s
[
1
n
‖f − fLJ‖22 +
4α2
(1− δ)2
∑
j∈J
ν2j
] ≥ 1− 2p−τ − 2 exp(−C2δ2n),
(3.21)
where C2 depends on the kind of sub-Gaussian variables that are involved in the formation of Φ
and is independent of n, m, p, s, and δ.
Note that case c) above offers a structured random dictionary since each of its elements is a linear
combination of smooth functions.
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3.4 Simulation Studies and Real-data Example
We substantiate the methodology discussed so far based on random dictionaries in the previous
sections by carrying out a limited simulation study followed by a real-life example.
3.4.1 Simulation Setup
The experiment is being carried out by chosing three sample sizes: n = 32, n = 64 and n = 128
and two different signal to noise ratios (SNR): SNR = 3 and SNR = 5. We first generated the
true vector f using MakeSignal program in the package Wavelab 850. We then generated the
operator Q in (1.1) as Q = UΛUT where U is an (n × n) random orthogonal matrix and Λ
is a diagonal matrix with entries Λii = 1/
√
i, i = 1, 2, · · · , n. Q was then used to obtain the
unobserved vector q as
q = Qf .
Finally, by adding Gaussian noise to q we generated our data y. in order to do that, we first chose
particular values of the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) and obtained σ as the ratio of the standard
deviation of q and the SNR. Vector y was then calculated at n observation points as y = q + σ η
where η ∈ Rn is a standard normal vector. Our simulation is carried out for two noise levels: SNR
= 3, relatively high noise and SNR = 5, relatively low noise.
3.4.2 Implementation Details
We compared the performance of the estimators of f based on random dictionaries with the esti-
mator of f based on the SVD. For our simulations we have created three different n × p random
dictionaries with p = 5000: (a) purely random dictionaries with, respectively, the i.i.d. standard
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Gaussian entries and the i.i.d. sparse Bernoulli entries; (b) the fusion of the fixed dictionary and
the random dictionary that follows case c) in Lemma 3.3.2 with D being the Haar dictionary. The
sparse Bernoulli variable is defined as
X =

−
√
3
n
with probability 1
6
0 with probability 2
3√
3
n
with probability 1
6
.
(3.22)
For creating the fusion dictionary, we first generated the orthogonal matrix of Haar wavelet trans-
form D using MakeWavelet function, so thatm = n and c = 1. Then we obtained the dictionary
Φ following part c) of the Lemma 3.3.2 using the n× p matrix W with the i.i.d. normal entries.
We then obtained matrix Ψ of the inverse images as the numerical solution of the exact equation
QTΨ = Φ and calculated vector z with elements (3.6). For the sake of obtaining a solution of the
optimization problem (3.8), we used function LassoWeighted in SPAMS MatLab toolbox (see
[27]).
In order to evaluate the value of the lasso parameter α, we first calculated αmax as the value of α
that guarantees that all coefficients in the model vanish. We then created a grid of the values of α
as αk = αmax ∗ k/N , k = 1, · · · , N , with N = 200. Using this grid values of α, we obtained a
collection of estimators θ̂ = θ̂(αk). Now we needed to find most appropriate value of the tuning
parameter α or in other words appropriate k which provides us the most accurate estimation. In
order to do that, we estimated α as αˆ = αk̂ in two ways: one using the oracle value of α and
another using the estimated value of α. We found oracle value of α as αoracle = αmax ∗ k̂oracle/N
using the value k̂oracle that guarantees the most accurate estimator of f :
k̂oracle = arg min
k
‖f −Φθ̂(αk)‖2.
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Figure 3.1: Test signals: WernerSorrows (top left), MishMash (top right), Chirps (bottom
left) with n = 64 and Bird’s twitter (bottom right) with n = 50.
Since the vector f is unavailable in real-life, we find the estimated value αˆest = αmax ∗ k̂est/N of
α using
k̂est = arg min
k
1
n
‖y − qˆ(αk)‖22 + 2σ2n−1pˆk,
where qˆ(αk) = QΦθ̂(αk) is the estimator of q based on the lasso estimator obtained with the
parameter αk and pˆk is the number of nonzero components of θ̂(αk).
We compared the precision of the estimators fˆRN , fˆRB, fˆRH of f based, respectively, on Gaussian,
Bernoulli and Haar fusion random dictionaries described above with fˆSV Doracle, the estimator based on
the singular value decomposition (SVD). Precision of an estimator fˆ is measured by the relative
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error
R(fˆ) = ‖fˆ − f‖/‖f‖, (3.23)
averaged over 50 simulation runs (with the standard deviations listed in parentheses). Initially, we
considered wavelet estimator of f using Daubechies wavelet of order 8, but we discarded it due to
its poor performance with respect to the estimators considered for comparison. For finding fˆSV Doracle,
we used the oracle number Koracle of eigenbasis functions. We obtained Koracle as the number of
eigenbasis functions that minimizes the difference between fˆSV Doracle and the true function f which is
unavailable in a real-life setting.
3.4.3 Simulation Results
We documented the accuracies of all the estimators used for comparison in Table 3.1 below. For
all the three estimators based on random dictionaries, we report the errors with both the oracle and
the estimated values of α, fˆ lassoRN,oracle, fˆ
lasso
RB,oracle, fˆ
lasso
RH,oracle and fˆ
lasso
RN,cv, fˆ
lasso
RB,cv, fˆ
lasso
RH,cv, respectively. In
our experiment we used three types of test signals WernerSorrows, MishMash and Chirps
as shown in Figure 3.1.
Table 3.1 shows that the random dictionary based estimators have higher accuracy in estimating
the original signals than the SVD estimator, they showed approximately 5-10% improvement over
average errors than the oracle SVD estimator. The advantage of using random dictionaries is
more noticeable when n is small (n = 32) and the noise level is high (SNR = 3). In addition, the
improvement of fˆ lassoRN,oracle, fˆ
lasso
RB,oracle and fˆ
lasso
RH,oracle over fˆ
SV D
oracle is more significant than that of fˆ
lasso
RN,cv,
fˆ lassoRB,cv and fˆ
lasso
RH,cv since the latter estimators loose accuracy because of suboptimal choices of the
parameter α. Nevertheless, in the majority of cases, they still exhibit better precision than fˆSV Doracle
although this is not entirely fair comparison since fˆSV Doracle is based on the oracle choice of parameter
K. This is due to the fact that large random dictionaries provide a more sparse representation of f .
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Table 3.1: The average values of the errorsR(fˆ) evaluated over 50 simulation runs of the estimators
for various test signals (standard deviations of the errors are listed in the parentheses).
WernerSorrows
fˆRN,oraclelasso fˆ
RN,cv
lasso fˆ
RB,oracle
lasso fˆ
RB,cv
lasso fˆ
RH,oracle
lasso fˆ
RH,cv
lasso fˆ
SV D
oracle
n = 32, 0.3416 0.3567 0.3416 0.3566 0.3365 0.3466 0.3587
SNR = 3 (0.0497) (0.0534) (0.0512) (0.0559) (0.0504) (0.0498) (0.0502)
n = 32, 0.2670 0.2752 0.2651 0.2759 0.2645 0.2725 0.2797
SNR = 5 (0.0447) (0.0440) (0.0455) (0.0443) (0.0433) (0.0439) (0.0440)
n = 64, 0.3778 0.3944 0.3814 0.3969 0.3739 0.3850 0.3970
SNR = 3 (0.0332) (0.0351) (0.0308) (0.0349) (0.0299) (0.0331) (0.0375)
n = 64, 0.2047 0.2083 0.2056 0.2084 0.2052 0.2077 0.2113
SNR = 5 (0.0228) (0.0227) (0.0234) (0.0236) (0.0227) (0.0233) (0.0233)
n = 128, 0.4066 0.4285 0.4079 0.4292 0.4054 0.4164 0.4388
SNR = 3 (0.0287) (0.0304) (0.0278) (0.0312) (0.0277) (0.0294) (0.0311)
n = 128, 0.2632 0.2687 0.2623 0.2682 0.2623 0.2651 0.2717
SNR = 5 (0.0177) (0.0188) (0.0172) (0.0189) (0.0176) (0.0183) (0.0191)
MishMash
fˆRN,oraclelasso fˆ
RN,cv
lasso fˆ
RB,oracle
lasso fˆ
RB,cv
lasso fˆ
RH,oracle
lasso fˆ
RH,cv
lasso fˆ
SV D
oracle
n = 32, 0.3934 0.4093 0.3951 0.4096 0.3932 0.4045 0.4347
SNR = 3 (0.0590) (0.0634) (0.0582) (0.0621) (0.0617) (0.0615) (0.0636)
n = 32, 0.2562 0.2615 0.2573 0.2628 0.2569 0.2613 0.2660
SNR = 5 (0.0428) (0.0420) (0.0408) (0.0412) (0.0403) (0.0407) (0.0399)
n = 64, 0.4621 0.4824 0.4642 0.4817 0.4632 0.4788 0.4974
SNR = 3 (0.0392) (0.0465) (0.0416) (0.0448) (0.0408) (0.0457) (0.0468)
n = 64, 0.2291 0.2326 0.2291 0.2324 0.2279 0.2312 0.2342
SNR = 5 (0.0225) (0.0237) (0.0213) (0.0226) (0.0221) (0.0222) (0.0224)
n = 128, 0.4042 0.4152 0.4037 0.4147 0.4040 0.4099 0.4277
SNR = 3 (0.0311) (0.0323) (0.0301) (0.0326) (0.0311) (0.0318) (0.0328)
n = 128, 0.2676 0.2712 0.2672 0.2711 0.2675 0.2696 0.2735
SNR = 5 (0.0193) (0.0190) (0.0191) (0.0191) (0.0187) (0.0186) (0.0194)
Chirps
fˆRN,oraclelasso fˆ
RN,cv
lasso fˆ
RB,oracle
lasso fˆ
RB,cv
lasso fˆ
RH,oracle
lasso fˆ
RH,cv
lasso fˆ
SV D
oracle
n = 32, 0.3497 0.3603 0.3513 0.3603 0.3502 0.3613 0.3746
SNR = 3 (0.0512) (0.0525) (0.0490) (0.0486) (0.0498) (0.0507) (0.0494)
n = 32, 0.2336 0.2421 0.2342 0.2407 0.2335 0.2400 0.2454
SNR = 5 (0.0375) (0.0373) (0.0364) (0.0364) (0.0372) (0.0361) (0.0360)
n = 64, 0.3932 0.4068 0.3935 0.4072 0.3938 0.4017 0.4246
SNR = 3 0.0365) (0.0399) (0.0388) (0.0409) (0.0401) (0.0399) (0.0386)
n = 64, 0.2702 0.2749 0.2700 0.2745 0.2691 0.2734 0.2756
SNR = 5 (0.0310) (0.0341) (0.0323) (0.0347) (0.0316) (0.0337) (0.0343)
n = 128, 0.4065 0.4146 0.4054 0.4144 0.4055 0.4144 0.4266
SNR = 3 (0.0302) (0.0325) (0.0296) (0.0303) (0.0303) (0.0299) (0.0307)
n = 128, 0.2545 0.2579 0.2548 0.2575 0.2545 0.2579 0.2593
SNR = 5 (0.0191) (0.0188) (0.0189) (0.0188) (0.0189) (0.0190) (0.0181)
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Table 3.2: The average values of the relative errors R(fˆ) evaluated over 50 simulation runs of the
estimators for the test signal (standard deviations of the relative errors are listed in the parentheses).
Bird’s twitter
fˆRB1,oraclelasso fˆ
RB1,cv
lasso fˆ
RB2,oracle
lasso fˆ
RB2,cv
lasso fˆ
SV D
oracle
n = 50, 0.4266 0.4458 0.4218 0.4394 0.4319
SNR = 3 (0.0557) (0.0618) (0.0551) (0.0598) (0.0307)
n = 50, 0.2711 0.2772 0.2692 0.2758 0.2795
SNR = 5 (0.0354) (0.0365) (0.0365) (0.0363) (0.0341)
n = 50, 0.1972 0.2010 0.1960 0.1986 0.2014
SNR = 7 (0.0261) (0.0266) (0.0269) (0.0269) (0.0260)
To study the performance of the suggested method in a practical setting, we used a real-life signal
for f that consists of a bird’s twitter available as an audio signal on the internet at
http://www.externalharddrive.com/waves/animal/index.html. We sampled
from the signal to generate our true signal with lengths n = 50 and applied an averaging matrix
operator Q to obtain q. Here we chose the operator Q as the Toeplitz matrix with unit diagonal
entries, upper diagonal entries equal to 0.5 and the rest of the entries equal to zero. We then finally
obtained the noisy observations y by adding Gaussian random noise to q as before. For our study
we used p = 3000 and considered three noise levels: SNR = 3 (high noise level), SNR = 5
(moderate noise level), and SNR = 7 (low noise level). In this case, we used estimators of f based
on two random dictionaries, the sparse Bernoulli dictionary defined in (3.22) and the symmetric
Bernoulli dictionary with i.i.d. random entries given by
X =
 1/n with probability 1/2−1/n with probability 1/2. (3.24)
We denote estimators based on dictionaries (3.22) and (3.24) by fˆRB1 and fˆRB2, respectively, and
characterize estimation precision by R(fˆ).
Table 3.2 below compares the accuracies of the random dictionary based estimators with the SVD
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estimator using the relative error (3.23) averaged over 50 simulation runs (with the standard de-
viations of the precision listed in parentheses) for the real signal bird’s twitter. Here also, for all
the estimators based on random dictionaries, we report the errors of the estimators with both the
oracle and the estimated values of α, denoted by fˆ lassoRB1,oracle, fˆ
lasso
RB2,oracle and fˆ
lasso
RB1,cv, fˆ
lasso
RB2,cv, respec-
tively. Similar to our simulation studies based on artificial test signals, from Table 3.2 it follows
that all the random dictionary based estimators have higher accuracy than the SVD estimators for
the real-life signal with approximately 5% better accuracy and the random dictionary estimators
performed better for low sample size (n = 50) and high noise level (SNR = 3). Also, similarly to the
case of artificial signals, the advantage of fˆ lassoRB1,oracle and fˆ
lasso
RB2,oracle over fˆ
SV D
oracle is more significant
than that of fˆ lassoRB1,cv and fˆ
lasso
RB2,cv since the latter estimators loose accuracy because of suboptimal
choices of the parameter α. Nevertheless, in the majority of cases, fˆ lassoRB1,cv and fˆ
lasso
RB2,cv still exhibit
better precisions than fˆSV Doracle although this is not entirely fair comparison since fˆ
SV D
oracle is based on
the oracle choice of parameter K.
3.5 Proofs
Proof of Theorem 3.3.1. The beginning of the proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 2 in [28].
However, for completeness, we provide the complete proof here.
Let θ be the true parameter vector so that f = fθ = Φθ. Denote ζ = Ψ
Tη. Then, it is easy to
check that
ΦT (z− f) = ΨT (y −Qf) = σζ.
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Following [14], by K-K-T condition, we derive that for any t ∈ Rp
θ̂
T
ΦT (z−Φθ̂) = α
p∑
j=1
νj|θ̂j|
tTΦT (z−Φθ̂) ≤ α
p∑
j=1
νj|tj|,
so that, subtracting the first line from the second, we obtain
(Φθ̂ −Φt)T (Φθ̂ − z) ≤ α
p∑
j=1
νj(|tj| − |θ̂j|). (3.25)
Then, (3.25) yields (Φθ̂ − Φt)T (Φθ̂ − Φθ) ≤ σ(θ̂ − t)Tζ + α∑pj=1 νj(|tj| − |θ̂j|). Since for
any u,v ∈ Rp one has vTu = 1
2
[‖v‖2 + ‖u‖2 − ‖v − u‖2] , choosing v = Φθ̂ − Φt and u =
Φθ̂ −Φθ for any t ∈ Rp obtain
‖f
θ̂
− f‖2 + ‖Φ(θ̂ − t)‖2 ≤ ‖ft − f‖2 + 2σ(θ̂ − t)Tζ + 2α
p∑
j=1
νj(|tj| − |θ̂j|). (3.26)
By definition of ζ, for any j = 1, · · · , p, one has ζj ∼ N (0, ν2j ). Hence, on the set
Ω0 =
{
ω : max
1≤j≤p
(ν−1j |ζj|) ≤
√
2(τ + 1) log p
}
with P(Ω0) ≥ 1− 2p−τ (3.27)
one obtains |(θ̂ − t)Tζ| ≤√2(τ + 1) log p ∑pj=1 νj |θ̂j − tj| = α0 ∑pj=1 νj |θ̂j − tj|. Combining
the last inequality with (3.26) obtain that, for any α > 0, on the set Ω0,
‖f
θ̂
− f‖2 + ‖Φ(θ̂ − t)‖2 ≤ ‖ft − f‖2 + 2α
p∑
j=1
νj(|tj| − |θ̂j|) + 2α0
p∑
j=1
νj |θ̂j − tj|. (3.28)
Denote Ω1 = {ω : λmin(2s; Φ) ≥ 1− δ}, Ω2 = {ω : |J∗| ≤ s} and Ω3 =
{
ω : ‖θ̂‖0 ≤ s
}
.
Choose t such that ft = projLJ∗ f = fLJ∗ and note that tj = 0 for j ∈ J c∗ . Then, due to α ≥ α0 and
||θ̂j − tj| ≤ |θ̂j|+ |tj|, obtain
‖f
θ̂
− f‖2 + ‖Φ(θ̂ − t)‖2 ≤ ‖ft − fLJ∗‖2 + 4α
∑
j∈J∗
νj |θ̂j − tj|. (3.29)
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Consider the set Ω = Ω0∩Ω1∩Ω2∩Ω3 and note that P(Ω) ≥ 1− 2p−τ − 1− 2− 3. If ω ∈ Ω,
then ‖θ̂ − t‖0 ≤ 2s and, hence,
4α
∑
j∈J∗
νj |θ̂j − tj| ≤ 4α
(∑
j∈J∗
ν2j
)1/2 ‖Φ(θ̂ − t)‖
λmin(2s; Φ)
≤ ‖Φ(θ̂ − t)‖2 + 4α
2
(1− δ)2
∑
j∈J∗
ν2j .
Plugging the last inequality into (3.29) and recalling the definition of J∗, we derive (3.17).
Proof of Lemma 3.3.2. In cases a) and b), λmin(m; Φ) ≥ 1−δ is ensured by Theorem 5.65 of Ver-
shynin [33]. In case c), note that entries of matrix Φ are uncorrelated and, hence, are independent
Gaussian variables due to
Cov (Φik,Φjl) =
1
c2
m∑
r1=1
m∑
r2=1
Dir1Djr2I(r1 = r2)I(k = l) = I(i = j)I(k = l).
Moreover, matrix Φ has isotropic rows since
Cov (Φih,Φjl) =
1
c2
m∑
r1=1
m∑
r2=1
Dir1Djr2I(r1 = r2)I(h = l) = I(i = j)I(h = l).
Therefore, λmin(m; Φ) ≥ 1− δ by Theorem 5.65 of [33].
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CHAPTER 4: SOLUTION OF ILL-POSED LINEAR INVERSE
PROBLEMS WITH NON-GAUSSIAN NOISE USING OVERCOMPLETE
DICTIONARIES
In this chapter, similar to Chapter 3 we address the linear ill-posed problem (1.1) where the obser-
vations are contaminated by non-Gaussian noise. We define this problem as,
yi = rλi + i, where λi = (Qf)i , for i = 1, 2, · · · , n (4.1)
where the observations yi for i = 1, 2, · · · , n are independent and it has probability mass function
that depend on the parameter λi, i = 1, 2, · · · , n and r is known. Also, here f ∈ Rn is the function
of interest, and, Q ∈ Rn×n is a linear operator.
Note that, Var(yi) is a function of λi. From (4.1) we have, i = yi− rλi, for i = 1, 2, · · · , n which
are deviations of the observations from the unobserved variables. In what follows, we assume that
function λ(x) is integrable, so that ‖λ‖1 = 1n
∑p
j=1 λi is finite.
Since, E(yi) = rλi we have, Ei = 0. Alternatively, (4.1) can also be viewed as,
y = Qf +  with rλ = Qf , (4.2)
where, and λ ∈ Rn is the vector with entries λi.
4.1 Construction of the Lasso Estimator
As discussed in Chapter 3, our idea is that we can find a good approximation of the function of
interest f , the true solution of the problem (4.2) by expanding f over the elements of an uninorm
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basis {ϕj(t)}pj=1, also known as dictionary elements in our context, as
ft =
p∑
j=1
tjϕj,
where t ∈ Rp with elements tj , j = 1, 2, · · · , p.
Proceeding similarly as in [28], let fθ be the projection of the true solution f on the linear span of
functions {ϕj, j ∈ P}. We want to solve the following optimization problem:
θ = arg min
t
‖f − ft‖22,
which is equivalent to,
θ = arg min
t
[
‖ft‖2 − 2
p∑
j=1
〈f, ϕj〉tj
]
. (4.3)
In order to estimate (4.3) we assume that the following condition holds for the dictionary elements
ϕj for j = 1, 2, · · · , p. :
Assumption A0: There exist ψj such that Q∗ψj = ϕj and νj = ‖ψj‖∞ <∞ for j = 1, 2, · · · , p.
Under the Assumption A0 we can write,
βj = 〈f, ϕj〉 = 〈rλ, ψj〉 = r
∫ 1
0
ψj(x)λ(x)dx, (4.4)
Since our data is discrete, βj in (4.4) can not be estimated by 〈y, ψj〉 directly. Instead we first use
rectangular approximation of βj:
β˜j =
r
n
n∑
i=1
ψj
(
i
n
)
λi, j = 1, · · · , p, (4.5)
and then we estimate β˜j by
β̂j =
1
n
n∑
i=1
ψj
(
i
n
)
yi, j = 1, · · · , p. (4.6)
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Finally, we find θ̂ as a solution of the following lasso optimization problem:
θ̂ = arg min
t
[
‖ft‖2 − 2
p∑
j=1
β̂jtj + α
p∑
j=1
νj|tj|
]
, (4.7)
where α is a lasso penalty parameter. In order to reduce optimization problem (4.7) to familiar
matrix formulation, we introduce matrix Φ with elements Φjk = 〈ϕj, ϕk〉 and vectors β̂, β˜ with
elements β̂j , β˜j respectively for j = 1, 2, · · · , p. Define matrices W by WTW = Φ. Then (4.7)
can be written as,
θ̂ = arg min
t
[‖Wt− γ‖22 + α‖Υt‖1] with Υ = diag(ν1, ν2, · · · , νp). (4.8)
Here, ‖Υt‖1 is the weighted lasso penalty, α is the penalty parameter and
γ =
(
WT
)†
β̂ =
(
WWT
)−1
Wβ̂. (4.9)
Consider the vector η = {η1, η2, · · · , ηp}T in Rp with
ηj =
1
νj
(
βˆj − β˜j
)
, (4.10)
such that,
β̂ = β˜ + Υη,
The error of the lasso estimator (4.8) depends on the rate at which ηj decline as n grows. For this
reason, in the next section, we examine behaviors of ηj for several discrete distributions.
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4.2 Estimation of Functionals for Various Noise Distribution
Denote
λ¯ =
1
n
n∑
i=1
λi, y¯ =
1
n
n∑
i=1
yi, (4.11)
and consider several noise scenarios.
4.2.1 Poisson Noise
Let us consider a particular case of (4.1) where the observations are independent Poisson variables
defined as,
yi ∼ Poisson (λi), for i = 1, 2, · · · , n. (4.12)
In this case,
E(yi) = λi, Var(β̂j) =
1
n2
n∑
i=1
ψ2j
(
i
n
)
λi, for i = 1, 2, · · · , n,
and (4.5) and (4.6) hold with r = 1. Adopting Proposition 7 of [29] to our settings, we obtain for
any t > 0
P(|βˆj − β˜j| ≥ t) ≤ 2 exp
(
− t
2
2
n2
∑n
i=1 ψ
2
j (
i
n
)λi +
2t‖ψj‖∞
3n
)
≤ 2 exp
− t2
2
ν2j
n
λ¯+
2tνj
3n
 .(4 13)
The value of the threshold t however depends on the unknown quantity λ¯. Nevertheless, the ad-
vantage of the formulation is that, when n is large enough, one can accurately estimate λ¯ from the
data. In particular, the following statement is valid:
Lemma 4.2.1. Let yi be independent Poisson variables with parameters λi, for i = 1, 2, · · · , n as
defined in (4.12). Then, for any τ > 0
P
(
λ¯ ≤ 12τ log p n−1 + 2y¯) ≥ 1− p−τ , (4.14)
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where λ¯ and y¯ are defined in (4.11).
Combination of (4.13) and Lemma 4.2.1 yields the following result:
Lemma 4.2.2. Let yi be independent Poisson variables with parameters λi, for i = 1, 2, · · · , n as
defined in (4.12). Then, for any τ > 0
P
(
|βˆj − β˜j| < 2νj√
n
[√
2y¯τ log p+
√
12 · τ log p√
n
])
≥ 1− 3p−τ , (4.15)
where β˜j , β̂j and y¯ are defined in (4.5), (4.6) and (4.11), respectively.
4.2.2 Binomial Noise
Let us consider another specific case of (4.1) where the observations are independent Binomial
variables defined as,
yi ∼ Bin(r, λi), for i = 1, 2, · · · , n. (4.16)
In this case,
E(yi) = rλi, Var(yi) = rλi(1− λi), for i = 1, 2, · · · , n.
Then, by deriving an upper bound for λ¯ and plugging it into the Bernstein inequality, we obtain the
following statement.
Lemma 4.2.3. Let yi be independent Binomial variables with parameters (r, λi), for i = 1, 2, · · · , n
as defined in (4.16). Then, for any τ > 0
P
(
|β̂j − β˜j| < 2νj√
n
[√
2y¯τ log p+
√
4 +
8r
3
· τ log p√
n
])
≥ 1− 3p−τ , (4.17)
where β˜j , β̂j and y¯ are defined in (4.5), (4.6) and (4.11), respectively.
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4.2.3 Chi-square Noise
Finally, we consider the particular case of (4.1) where the observations are independent Chi-
squared variables defined as,
yi ∼ χ2(λi), for i = 1, 2, · · · , n. (4.18)
In this case,
E(yi) = λi, Var(yi) = 2λi.
Then, similar to the previous case, by deriving an upper bound for λ¯ and plugging it into the
Bernstein inequality, we obtain the following statement.
Lemma 4.2.4. Let yi be independent Chi-square variables with degree of freedom λi for i =
1, 2, · · · , n as defined in (4.18). Then, for any τ > 0,
P
(
|β̂j − β˜j| < 2νj√
n
[√
2y¯τ log p+ 8 · τ log p√
n
])
≥ 1− 3p−τ , (4.19)
where β˜j , β̂j and y¯ are defined in (4.5), (4.6) and (4.11), respectively.
4.3 Oracle Inequalities for the Error
Theorem 4.3.1. Let f be the true function and fθ be its projection onto the linear span of the
dictionary LP . Consider solution of the weighted lasso problem (4.8) with Φ = WTW,β = Φθ
and β̂ given by (4.6) and let,
ℵ = max
1≤j≤p
[
1
νj
max
x∈X
| d
dx
[rλ(x)ψj(x)]|
]
, (4.1)
and
P
(
|ηj| < 2√
n
[√
2y¯τ log p+ C0
τ log p√
n
])
≥ 1− 3p−τ , (4.2)
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where C0 depends on the probability distribution of yi and Let ηj and y¯ be defined as in (4.10), and
(4.11) respectively. Choose τ > 0 and denote
α0 = 2gτ,p(y¯), (4.3)
where,
gτ,p(x) =
2√
n
√
2xτ log p+ C0
τ log p√
n
. (4.4)
Then for any α ≥ α0 and,
n ≥ ℵ
2gτ,p(y¯)
, (4.5)
with probability atleast 1− 3p−τ , one has
‖f
θ̂
− f‖22 ≤ inf
t
‖ft − f‖22 + 4α‖Υt‖1. (4.6)
Moreover, if assumption (A1) holds and α = ω¯α0 where ω¯ ≥ µ+1µ−1 , then for any τ > 0 with
probability at least 1− 2p−τ , one has
‖f
θ̂
− f‖22 ≤ inf
t,J⊆P
[
‖ft − f‖22 + 4α‖(Υt)Jc‖1 +
(1 + ω¯2)
κ2(µ, J)
α20
∑
j∈J
ν2j
]
. (4.7)
Corollary 4.3.1.1. • If yi are independent Poisson variables i = 1, 2, · · · , n, Theorem 4.3.1
holds for C0 =
√
12.
• If yi are independent Binomial variables i = 1, 2, · · · , n, Theorem 4.3.1 holds for C0 =√
4 + 8r
3
.
• If yi are independent Chi-square variables i = 1, 2, · · · , n, Theorem 4.3.1 holds for C0 = 8.
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4.4 Simulations Studies
4.4.1 Simulation Setup
To evaluate the performance of the suggested methodology, we carried out a limited simulation
study using various signals corrupted by different class of non-Gaussian noises. For our simulation
we chose three sample sizes as n = 128, n = 256, and, n = 512 which are uniformly spaced over
the interval [0, 1]. The simulation can also be extended to a general case of un-uniformly spaced
interval [0, T ] with T > 1.
We first created a variety of well-known signals in the field of signal processing for our simulation
like ’Wave’, ’Parabolas,’ and, ’Corner’ as the test signals f on discrete time points as vectors in
MATLAB. We then generated the n × n linear operator Q as Toeplitz matrix. The first row of
the Toeplitz matrix Q is such that it has the first eight entries as ones and the remaining entries as
zeros. Also, the first column of Q is such that it has first entry as one, next n
4
−1 entries as 0.5, and,
the remaining 3n
4
entries as zeros. The unobserved vector λ as in (4.2) is generated using Q and
at last, we obtained the observed variables y as given in (4.1) and (4.2) by adding non-Gaussian
noise. We verified the efficiency of our methodology for two different kinds of non-Gaussian noise
as mentioned in section 4.2: ’Poisson’ and ’Chi-square’.
We created our overcomplete dictionary which is rich enough containing it’s columns as a variety
of class of functions such as ’Step’, ’Laguerre’, ’Haar’, ’Daubechies’, ’Fourier’ etc. so that it could
represent test signals efficiently.
4.4.2 Implementation Details
We followed the procedure at the beginning of this chapter for the estimation of the function of
interest f . We first obtained matrix Ψ whose elements are the inverse images as the numerical so-
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lution of the exact equation QTΨ = W and then we obtained the vector γ with elements (4.9). For
obtaining a solution of the optimization problem (4.8), we used function mexLassoWeighted
defined in SPAMS MatLab toolbox (see [27]) Mairal (2014)). (4.8) is a weighted lasso problem
with lasso parameter α and hence to optimize the accuracy of our estimator we first found the
value of the lasso parameter α which optimizes the objective function in (4.8). In order to do that,
we calculated αmax as the value of α which is responsible for all the coefficients in the model to
vanish. We then created a uniform grid of the values αk = αmax ∗ k/N , k = 1, · · · , N , of α with
N = 200. Using αk, k = 1, · · · , N , we obtained a collection of estimators θ̂ = θ̂(αk) and finally
we obtained k̂, the most appropriate value of k so that αˆ = αk̂ optimizes the objective function in
(4.8). We estimated α as αˆ = αk̂ in two different ways: one using the oracle value of α, and, using
the estimated value of α. Oracle value of α is obtained as αoracle = αmax ∗ k̂oracle/N using the
value k̂oracle that guarantees the most accurate estimation of f :
k̂oracle = arg min
k
log ‖f −Wθ̂(αk)‖2.
Unfortunately, since the true vector f is unavailable in real-life, we need to find the estimated value
α and it is calculated similar to αoracle as αˆest = αmax ∗ k̂est/N of α using
k̂oracle = arg min
k
[
log ‖y −Wθ̂(αk)‖2 + p0 ∗ log(n)/n
]
.
where p0 is the number of non zero coefficients in the model.
4.4.3 Results
We compared the proposed estimators of f based on the over-complete dictionary W with the
fSV Doracle, estimator based on the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). In order to find fˆ
SV D
oracle, we
used the oracle number Koracle of eigenbasis functions. We obtained Koracle as the number of
eigenbasis functions that minimizes the norm of difference between fˆSV Doracle and the true function f
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which is unavailable in a real life setting. Figure 4.1, Figure 4.2 represents the simulation results
for ’Wave’ signal for Poisson and Chi-square noises. Similarly, Figure 4.3, Figure 4.4 represents
the same for ’Parabolas’ signal and Figure 4.5, Figure 4.6 represents the same for ’Corners’ signal.
Table 4.1 below compares the accuracies of the over-complete dictionary based estimators with
fˆSV Doracle for Poisson and Chi-square noise. We measured the precision of an estimator fˆ as R(fˆ) =
‖fˆ − f‖2/‖fˆ‖2, which is the relative error due to the estimation of f by fˆ . Table 4.1 lists the relative
errors averaged over 100 simulation runs (with the standard deviations listed in parentheses). We
report the error of estimations with both the oracle and the estimated value of α, fˆ lassooracle, and fˆ
lasso
cv
respectively.
From Table 4.1 it follows that the accuracy of over-complete dictionary based estimator is much
higher (approximately 15% on average) than the SVD estimator for n = 256 and n = 512. For
low sample size n = 128, fˆSV Doracle has advantage over fˆ
lasso
oracle, and fˆ
lasso
cv . The advantage of fˆ
lasso
oracle
over fˆSV Doracle is more significant than that of fˆ
lasso
cv since the latter estimators loose accuracy because
of suboptimal choices of the parameter α. Nevertheless, in the majority of cases, they still exhibit
better precision than fˆSV Doracle although this is not entirely fair comparison since fˆ
SV D
oracle is based on
the oracle choice of parameter K. This is because the over-complete dictionaries provide a more
sparse representation of f .
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Table 4.1: The average values of the errors R(fˆ) evaluated over 100 simulation runs of the esti-
mators for different signals under Poisson noise (standard deviations of the errors are listed in the
parentheses).
Wave
fˆ lassooracle fˆ
lasso
cv fˆ
SV D
oracle
n = 128 (Poisson) 0.2167 (0.0521) 0.2339 (0.0633) 0.1962 (0.0113)
n = 128 (Chi-square) 0.2663 (0.0636) 0.2848 (0.0661) 0.2091 (0.0147)
n = 256 (Poisson) 0.1781 (0.0339) 0.1937 (0.0346) 0.2133 (0.0121)
n = 256 (Chi-square) 0.2101 (0.0399) 0.2257 (0.0470) 0.2259 (0.0147)
n = 512 (Poisson) 0.1719 (0.0300) 0.1859 (0.0297) 0.2152 (0.0148)
n = 512 (Chi-square) 0.2036 (0.0301) 0.2155 (0.0314) 0.2326 (0.0186)
Parabolas
fˆ lassooracle fˆ
lasso
cv fˆ
SV D
oracle
n = 128 (Poisson) 0.2166 (0.0479) 0.2378 (0.0458) 0.2013 (0.0210)
n = 128 (Chi-square) 0.2265 (0.0183) 0.2786 (0.0670) 0.2252 (0.0196)
n = 256 (Poisson) 0.1866 (0.0316) 0.1989 (0.0352) 0.2180 (0.0113)
n = 256 (Chi-square) 0.2207 (0.0225) 0.2365 (0.0393) 0.2359 (0.0192)
n = 512 (Poisson) 0.1850 (0.0245) 0.1993 (0.0324) 0.2125 (0.0185)
n = 512 (Chi-square) 0.2244 (0.0339) 0.2404 (0.0414) 0.2358 (0.0217)
Corners
fˆ lassooracle fˆ
lasso
cv fˆ
SV D
oracle
n = 128 (Poisson) 0.1442 (0.0385) 0.1547 (0.0435) 0.1157 (0.0096)
n = 128 (Chi-square) 0.1883 (0.0562) 0.1976 (0.0590) 0.1242 (0.0116)
n = 256 (Poisson) 0.1208 (0.0196) 0.1294 (0.0199) 0.1480 (0.0042)
n = 256 (Chi-square) 0.1422 (0.0259) 0.1502 (0.0294) 0.1524 (0.0066)
n = 512 (Poisson) 0.1154 (0.0108) 0.1216 (0.0124) 0.1488 (0.0126)
n = 512 (Chi-square) 0.1377 (0.0181) 0.1444 (0.0194) 0.1677 (0.0164)
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Figure 4.1: Simulation results for the ’Wave’ signal under Poisson noise. Each figure on the left
column contains the graphs of the unobserved signal q (red), and, the data y (blue). Each figures
on the right column are the graphs of the true signal f (red), estimated signals f lassooracle (blue), f
lasso
cv
(black), and, f svdoracle (green). The figures in the first, second and third row corresponds to n = 512,
n = 256, and, n = 128 respectively.
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Figure 4.2: Simulation results for the ’Wave’ signal under Chi-square noise. Each figure on the left
column contains the graphs of the unobserved signal q (red), and, the data y (blue). Each figures
on the right column are the graphs of the true signal f (red), estimated signals f lassooracle (blue), f
lasso
cv
(black), and, f svdoracle (green). The figures in the first, second and third row corresponds to n = 512,
n = 256, and, n = 128 respectively.
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Figure 4.3: Simulation results for the ’Parabolas’ signal under Poisson noise. Each figure on the
left column contains the graphs of the unobserved signal q (red), and, the data y (blue). Each
figures on the right column are the graphs of the true signal f (red), estimated signals f lassooracle (blue),
f lassocv (black), and, f
svd
oracle (green). The figures in the first, second and third row corresponds to
n = 512, n = 256, and, n = 128 respectively.
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Figure 4.4: Simulation results for the ’Parabolas’ signal under Chi-square noise. Each figure on
the left column contains the graphs of the unobserved signal q (red), and, the data y (blue). Each
figures on the right column are the graphs of the true signal f (red), estimated signals f lassooracle (blue),
f lassocv (black), and, f
svd
oracle (green). The figures in the first, second and third row corresponds to
n = 512, n = 256, and, n = 128 respectively.
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Figure 4.5: Simulation results for the ’Corners’ signal under Poisson noise. Each figure on the left
column contains the graphs of the unobserved signal q (red), and, the data y (blue). Each figures
on the right column are the graphs of the true signal f (red), estimated signals f lassooracle (blue), f
lasso
cv
(black), and, f svdoracle (green). The figures in the first, second and third row corresponds to n = 512,
n = 256, and, n = 128 respectively.
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Figure 4.6: Simulation results for the ’Corners’ signal under Chi-square noise. Each figure on the
left column contains the graphs of the unobserved signal q (red), and, the data y (blue). Each
figures on the right column are the graphs of the true signal f (red), estimated signals f lassooracle (blue),
f lassocv (black), and, f
svd
oracle (green). The figures in the first, second and third row corresponds to
n = 512, n = 256, and, n = 128 respectively.
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4.5 Proofs
4.5.1 Proofs of the Lemmas
Proof of Lemma 4.2.1. Using Theorem 2.1 in [25] we obtain,
P
(
n∑
i=1
(yi − λi) < −x
)
≤ exp
(
− x
2
2
∑n
i=1 Var(yi) + 2x
)
= exp
(
− x
2
2nλ¯+ 2x
)
Therefore,
P
(
y¯ − λ¯ < −x) ≤ exp(− n2x2
2nλ¯+ 2nx
)
= exp
(
− x
2
2 λ¯
n
+ 2x
n
)
.
Equivalently,
P
(
λ¯ < y¯ + x
) ≥ 1− exp(− n2x2
2nλ¯+ 2nx
)
= 1− exp
(
− x
2
2 λ¯
n
+ 2x
n
)
.
Now,
P
(
λ¯ < y¯ + x
) ≥ 1− p−τ , (4.1)
provided,
x2
2 λ¯
n
+ 2x
n
≥ τ log p,
which holds if,
x2
4 λ¯
n
≥ τ log p, and, x
2
4x
n
≥ τ log p,
Solving both the above inequalities for x we obtain,
x ≥ max
(√
4τ log pλ¯
n
,
4τ log p
n
)
Therefore,
x ≥
√
4τ log pλ¯
n
+
4τ log p
n
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guarantees (4.1). Hence,
P
(
λ¯ < y¯ +
√
4τ log pλ¯
n
+
4τ log p
n
)
≥ 1− p−τ , (4.2)
Now solving the inequality,
λ¯ < y¯ +
√
4τ log pλ¯
n
+
4τ log p
n
we get,
λ¯ < 2y¯ +
12τ log p
n
.
Hence, (4.14) follows.
Proof of Lemma 4.2.2. Note that it follows from (4.13) that
P(|βˆj − β˜j| ≥ t) ≤ 2p−τ
provided
t2
2
ν2j
n
λ¯+
2tνj
3n
≥ τ log p,
which is guaranteed by,
t2
4
ν2j
n
λ¯
≥ τ log p, and, t
2
4tνj
3n
≥ τ log p.
Solving both inequalities for t, we obtain,
t ≥ 2νj√
n
max
{
2τ log p
3
√
n
,
√
λ¯τ log p
}
. (4.3)
Applying Lemma 4.2.1 and using (4.3), we rewrite (4.13) as
P
(
|βˆj − β˜j| ≥ 2νj√
n
max
{
2τ log p
3
√
n
,
√[
2y¯ +
12τ log p
n
]
τ log p
})
< 3p−τ .
Since, the second term in the maximum dominates the first term, we obtain (4.15).
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Proof of Lemma 4.2.3. The proof of the statement relies on the following lemma proved in
Section 4.5.3.
Lemma 4.5.1. Let yi be independent Binomial variables with parameters (r, λi) defined as in
(4.16). Then, for any τ > 0
P
(
rλ¯ < 2y¯ +
4 + 8r
3
· τ log p
n
)
≥ 1− p−τ , (4.4)
where λ¯ and y¯ defined in (4.11).
Note that
β̂j − β˜j =
n∑
i=1
1
n
ψj
(
i
n
)
(yi − rλi).
Let,
zi =
1
n
ψj
(
i
n
)
(yi − rλi).
Therefore,
E(zi) = 0, and,
n∑
i=1
Var(zi) =
1
n2
n∑
i=1
ψ2j
(
i
n
)
Var(yi) =
1
n2
n∑
i=1
ψ2j
(
i
n
)
rλi(1− λi)
≤ r‖ψj‖
2
∞
n
· 1
n
n∑
i=1
λi(1− λi)
≤ r‖ψj‖
2
∞
n
· 1
n
n∑
i=1
λi
≤ rν
2
j
n
λ¯.
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Also, since 0 ≤ yi ≤ r for i = 1, 2, · · · , n,
‖zi‖∞ = 1
n
|ψj
(
i
n
)
· (yi − rλi)| ≤ 1
n
‖ψj‖∞ · r ≤ rνj
n
.
Therefore, using Bernstein inequality we derive,
P
(
|β̂j − β˜j| > t
)
≤ 2 exp
− t22
rν2j
n
λ¯+
rνjt
3n
 ≤ 2p−τ , (4.5)
provided,
t2
2
rν2j
n
λ¯+
2rtνj
3n
≥ τ log p,
which holds if,
t2
4r
ν2j
n
λ¯
≥ τ log p, and, t
2
4rtνj
3n
≥ τ log p.
Solving both inequalities for t, we obtain,
t ≥ 2νj√
n
max
{
2rτ log p
3
√
n
,
√
rλ¯τ log p
}
. (4.6)
Using Lemma 4.5.1 and (4.6), we rewrite (4.5)
P
(
|β̂j − β˜j| < 2νj√
n
max
{
2rτ log p
3
√
n
,
√
τ log p
[
2y¯ +
4 + 8r
3
· τ log p
n
]})
≥ 1− 3p−τ .
Since, the second term in maximum dominates the first term, we obtain
P
(
|β̂j − β˜j| < 2νj√
n
√
τ log p
[
2y¯ +
4 + 8r
3
· τ log p
n
])
≥ 1− 3p−τ .
and therefore, (4.17) holds.
Proof of Lemma 4.2.4. The proof of the statement relies on the following lemmas proved in
Section 4.5.3.
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Lemma 4.5.2. Let X ∼ χ2(k). Then, X is sub-exponential with parameters (4k, 4).
Lemma 4.5.3. Let Xis are independent with Xi ∼ Sub-exp(4ci, 4), where cis are constants for
i = 1, 2, · · · , n . Then,
n∑
i=1
aiyi ∼ Sub-exp(4 max
i
|ai|2
n∑
i=1
ci, 4 max
i
|ai|).
Lemma 4.5.4. Let yi be independent Chi-square variables with degree of freedom λi for i =
1, 2, · · · , n defined in (4.18). Then, for any τ > 0,
P
(
λ¯ < y¯ +
8τ log p
n
+
√
8τ log p
n
)
≥ 1− p−τ , (4.7)
where λ¯ and y¯ defined in (4.11).
Using lemma 4.5.3 we can conclude,
n∑
i=1
ψj(
i
n
)yi ∼ Sub-exp(4n‖ψj‖2∞λ¯, 4‖ψj‖∞).
Now, using Bartlett’s lecture we get,
P
(∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
i=1
ψj(
i
n
)(yi − E(yi))
∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ t
)
≤ 2
 exp
(
− t2
8n‖ψj‖2∞λ¯
)
, if 0 ≤ t ≤ n‖ψj‖∞λ¯,
exp
(
− t
8‖ψj‖∞
)
, if t > n‖ψj‖∞λ¯,
or equivalently,
P
(
|β̂j − β˜j| ≥ t
)
≤ 2

exp
(
− t2
8λ¯ν2
j
n
)
, if 0 ≤ t ≤ νjλ¯
exp
(
− t
8
νj
n
)
, if t > νjλ¯.
≤ 2p−τ ,
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provided,
t2
8λ¯ν2j
n
≥ τ log p, and, t
8
νj
n
≥ τ log p.
Solving both inequalities for t we obtain,
t ≥ 2νj√
n
max
{√
2λ¯τ log p,
4τ log p√
n
}
,
Therefore, we can consider,
t ≥ 2νj√
n
[√
2λ¯τ log p+
4τ log p√
n
]
.
Since, we don’t know λ¯, in order to bound λ¯ with high probability we use Lemma 4.5.4 and obtain
P
(
|β̂j − β˜j| < 2νj√
n
[√(
2y¯ +
16τ log p
n
+
2
√
8τ log p
n
)
τ log p+
4τ log p√
n
])
≥ 1− 3p−τ ,
and therefore (4.19) holds.
4.5.2 Proofs of Theorems
Proof of Theorem 4.3.1 By our construction,
β̂ = β + Υη + h,
where η, h ∈ Rp , h is a non-random vector with entries hj such that h = β˜ − β. Now,
hj =
r
n
n∑
i=1
λ(
i
n
)ψj(
i
n
)−
∫
rλ(x)ψj(x)dx,
where, hj is the error due to the rectangular approximation, so that
|hj| ≤ νjℵ
2n
(4.8)
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where ℵ is defined in (4.1). Following Dalalyan, Hebiri and Lederer (2014), by KKT condition,
we derive for any t ∈ Rp,
θ̂
T
(β̂ −Φθ̂) = α‖Υθ̂‖1,
tT (β̂ −Φθ̂) ≤ α‖Υt‖1,
so that, subtracting the first line from the second, we obtain
(θ̂ − t)T (Φθ̂ − β̂) ≤ α
(
‖Υt‖1 − ‖Υθ̂‖1
)
.
Since Φθ = β, the above equation yields
(θ̂ − t)TΦ(θ̂ − θ) ≤ (θ̂ − t)TΥη + (θ̂ − t)Th + α
(
‖Υt‖1 − ‖Υθ̂‖1
)
.
Since for any u,v ∈ Rp one has
vTΦu =
1
2
[vTΦv + uTΦu− (v − u)TΦ(v − u)],
choosing v = θ̂ − t and u = θ̂ − θ and observing that for any t (and, in particular, for t = θ̂),
‖ft − f‖22 = (t− θ)TΦ(t− θ) + ‖fθ − f‖22,
for any t ∈ Rp, one obtains
‖f
θ̂
−f‖22+(θ̂−t)TΦ(θ̂−t) ≤ ‖ft−f‖22+2
[
(θ̂ − t)TΥη + (θ̂ − t)Th
]
+2α
(
‖Υt‖1 − ‖Υθ̂‖1
)
.
(4.9)
Also, observe that on the set
Ω =
{
ω : max
1≤j≤p
|ηj| < 2√
n
[√
2y¯τ log p+ C0
τ log p√
n
]}
,
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with P (Ω) ≥ 1− 3p−τ one has,
|(θ̂ − t)TΥη + (θ̂ − t)Th|
<
[
2√
n
(√
2y¯τ log p+ C0
τ log p√
n
)
+ max
1≤j≤p
|hj|
νj
]
‖Υ(θ̂ − t)‖1
≤
[
gτ,p(y¯) +
ℵ
2n
]
‖Υ(θ̂ − t)‖1,
where the last inequality is obtained using (4.8) and (4.4). Now, let n satisfies (4.5). Then,
ℵ
2n
≤ gτ,p(y¯).
and, with probability 1− 3p−τ , one has,
|(θ̂ − t)TΥη + (θ̂ − t)Th| < 2gτ,p(y¯)‖Υ(θ̂ − t)‖1
= α0‖Υ(θ̂ − t)‖1,
where α0 is defined in (4.3).
Combining the last inequality with (4.9), obtain that for any α > 0, on the set Ω,
‖f
θ̂
−f‖22 +(θ̂−t)TΦ(θ̂−t) ≤ ‖ft−f‖22 +2α
(
‖Υt‖1 − ‖Υθ̂‖1
)
+2α0
(
‖Υ(θ̂ − t)‖1
)
. (4.10)
Application of inequality
‖Υ(θ̂ − t)‖1 ≤ (‖Υt‖1 − ‖Υθ̂‖1)
combined with α ≥ α0 completes the proof of the inequality (4.6). In order to proof the inequality
(4.7), denote d = θ̂ − t and observe that, due to
|tj| − |θ̂j| ≤ |θ̂j − tj| and ‖θ̂j| ≥ |θ̂j − tj| − |tj|,
inequality (4.10) implies that, for any set J ⊆ P , one obtains
‖f
θ̂
−f‖22+dTΦd ≤ ‖ft−f‖22+4α‖(Υt)Jc‖1+2(α+α0)‖(Υd)J‖1−2(α−α0)‖(Υd)Jc‖1. (4.11)
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Now, we consider two possibilities. If
(α + α0)‖(Υd)J‖1 ≤ (α− α0)‖(Υd)Jc‖1,
then
‖f
θ̂
− f‖22 + dTΦd ≤ ‖ft − f‖22 + 4α‖(Υt)Jc‖1
and (4.7) is valid. Otherwise, since α = ω¯α0 with ω¯ ≥ µ+1µ−1 implies that µ ≥ α+α0α−α0 , one has
d ∈ J (µ, J). Therefore, due to compatibility condition (??) and inequality 2ab ≤ a2 + b2, one
derives
(α + α0)‖(Υd)J‖1 ≤ 2(α + α0)
√
Tr(Υ2J)dTΦd/κ(µ, J)
≤ dTΦd + (α + α0)2Tr(Υ2J)/κ2(µ, J).
Plugging the later into (4.11) and using α = ω¯α0, obtain that (4.7) holds for any t.
4.5.3 Proofs of Auxiliary Statements
Proof of Lemma 4.5.1. Let wi = yi − rλi for i = 1, 2, · · · , n. Then,
E(wi) = 0, and, Var(wi) = Var(yi) ≤ rλi, for i = 1, 2, · · · , n.
Also, |wi| ≤ |yi − rλi| ≤ yi ≤ r. Therefore, we get the following probability bound using
Bernstein inequality,
P(
n∑
i=1
rλi −
n∑
i=1
yi ≥ t) < exp
(
−
t2
2∑n
i=1 rλi +
1
3
rt
)
,
Therefore,
P(rλ¯− y¯ ≥ t) < exp
(
−
nt2
2
rλ¯+ 1
3
rt
)
,
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which is equivalent to,
P(rλ¯ < y¯ + t) ≥ 1− p−τ ,
provided,
nt2
2
rλ¯+ 1
3
rt
≥ τ log p.
which holds if,
nt2
4rλ¯
≥ τ log p and, nt
2
4
3
rt
≥ τ log p.
Solving the above inequalities for t we get,
t ≥ max
{√
4rλ¯τ log p
n
,
4rτ log p
3n
}
.
So we can take,
t ≥
√
4rλ¯τ log p
n
+
4rτ log p
3n
.
Therefore,
P
(
rλ¯− y¯ <
√
4rλ¯τ log p
n
+
4rτ log p
3n
)
≥ 1− p−τ .
Now, solving the inequality,
rλ¯− y¯ <
√
4rλ¯τ log p
n
+
4rτ log p
3n
,
we get,
rλ¯ < 2y¯ +
4τ log p
n
+
8rτ log p
3n
.
Hence, (4.4) holds.
Proof of Lemma 4.5.2. Let X ∼ χ2(k). Then, E(X) = k. Since, χ2 distribution is a special case
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of gamma distribution with parameters (k
2
, 2), the pdf of X is given by,
f(x) =
1
Γ(k
2
)2
k
2
x
k
2
−1e−
x
2 , 0 < x <∞.
Now,
E exp(t(x− k)) =
∫ ∞
0
exp(t(x− k)) 1
Γ(k
2
)2
k
2
x
k
2
−1e−
x
2 dx
=
exp(−tk)
Γ(k
2
)2
k
2
∫ ∞
0
x
k
2
−1e−x(
1
2
−t)dx
=
exp(−tk)
Γ(k
2
)2
k
2
Γ(k
2
)
(1
2
− t) k2
=
(
exp(−t)√
1− 2t
)k
≤ exp(2kt2) for |t| < 1
4
. (using Bartlett’s 3rd lecture).
Hence the proof.
Proof of Lemma 4.5.3. Since, yi ∼ Sub-exp(4ci, 4). Therefore,
lnMyi−E(yi)(t) ≤
t2(4ci)
2
for |t| < 1
4
.
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lnM∑n
i=1 ai[yi−E(yi)](t) = lnE
(
et
∑n
i=1 ai[yi−E(yi)]
)
= ln
[
n∏
i=1
E
(
etai[yi−E(yi)]
)]
=
n∑
i=1
lnE
(
etai[yi−E(yi)]
)
=
n∑
i=1
lnMyi−E(yi)(ait)
≤
∑n
i=1 t
2 · (a2i · 4ci)
2
for |t| < 1
4 maxi |ai|
≤ t
2(maxi |ai|)2
∑n
i=1 4ci
2
for |t| < 1
4 maxi |ai|
=
t2 · 4(maxi |ai|)2
∑n
i=1 ci
2
for |t| < 1
4 maxi |ai| .
Hence,
n∑
i=1
aiyi ∼ Sub-exp
(
4(max
i
|ai|)2
n∑
i=1
ci, 4 max
i
|ai|
)
.
Proof of Lemma 4.5.4. Again, since yi ∼ Sub-exp (4, 4) for i = 1, 2, · · · , n we have,
P
(
n∑
i=1
(λi − yi) > t
)
≤
 exp
(
− t2
8
)
, if 0 ≤ t ≤ 1
exp
(− t
8
)
, if t > 1.
which gives,
P
(
λ¯− y¯ > t) ≤
 exp
(
−n2t2
8
)
, if 0 ≤ t ≤ 1
exp
(−nt
8
)
, if t > 1.
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Therefore,
P
(
λ¯− y¯ > t) ≤ p−τ ,
if and only if,
n2t2
8
≥ τ log p, and, nt
8
≥ τ log p.
Solving both the above inequalities for t we get,
t ≥ max
(
8τ log p
n
,
√
8τ log p
n
)
.
Hence, we can consider,
t ≥ 8τ log p
n
+
√
8τ log p
n
,
Therefore, (4.7) holds.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this dissertation, we justified the application of lasso to the solution of ill-posed linear inverse
problems. In particular, we consider application of the lasso with random dictionaries and Gaussian
noise. We also studied the application of lasso when the error distribution is not Gaussian. We
provided theoretical guarantees and evaluated the technique via a limited simulation study. While
in the first part (Gaussian error) our oracle and cross-validation provided estimators with better
precision than the oracle SVD for a low sample size, this not true for the case of non-Gaussian
errors. We hope to improve our precision for non-Gaussian errors with a low sample size as a part
of future work.
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